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Feminist Scholarship:;
Scholarship For The; Majority
By EDITH McGANDY "(Women's Studies) is not a
Women are more than bait of
tb human race." Wednesday night, Elizabeth- - Minnich. currently- - at The Graduate
School of the Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities,
lectured on "Feminist Scholarship: A Call to Excellence."
Mlnnich spoke ' about the issue
which is so pressing for feminist
tub-Gel- d.

scholars: "The general attitude

seems to be, if you .have- - some
extra time, faculty,' effort, you can
(create a women's studies curricu-

that scholars still find their studies
Feminist scholars must be sure
of half the human race lacking in to "make explicit what is there, so
substance.
. -that we're free to see it,", by being
She .cited Kohlberg's study as clear about research samples, inanalogous to this situation. He de- cluding all of the available populaveloped a Scale of Moral Develop- tion when doing an historical study,
ment based on a white male "pop- eto., according to Minnich.
.
ulation, and then applied it to v Minnich sees particularly tradiwomen and others and found that tional historical studies as rather
they ranked below white males. strange in their perspective. : In
She says that in all feminist schol- many situations, .she notes; sclen- arship, it is necessary to. develop a tista, historians, sociologists have
new jnesuring device when looking left out the people who created the
at the achievements of women. - t
f Qxttinued on Page 6
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Wooster Hosts O AC s :
Savitt, MorUdge Victorious
By WALT BAY AND
KEVIN MOLONEY
' Bob Savitt, John Morlidge and
Doug Hart were all victorious last

weekend as they. led. the Fighting
Scots tennis team to a 3rd place
finish
in the OAC championships.
'
The entire team had an outstand- ing . tournament, as they . placed
everyone but one player in the
semifinals. In the end, it was the
three players who have won the big
matches all year long who came
-' ,:
through again.
.
In the. first singles. Savitt sue
cessfully defended his title with a 3.
5
victory over John DeLong of
Ohio Wesleyan. Savitt took control
of the match early, and breezed
. through the first set.
In the second set. be kept the
same pace early as he took a 1
lead. DeLong got some breaks.
Including, a net cord winner with
match point agianst him, to even
the set at
Savitt turned it on again, however. He broke DeLong's serve at five
all and then served out the match
'
.
at
Perhaps the .biggest match for
Savitt was not the finals, but the
Wittesemifinals where
nberg's number 1 player. Dean
Packard. Packard " was the only
i OAC player to teat Savitt toil ear.

It was not to be this time, however,

as Savitt defeated him in straight
sets
After an easy first' set,- Savitt
came back from a 1 deficit to
force a tiebreaker, which he won
6-- 1,
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- By DANIEL C. HOWES
Despite the appearance of Presi2

dent Reagan at nearby Ashland
College, Fox Butterfield, presenCy
the New England bureau chief for
the New York TimeSv spoke to an
audience
r" "- - and inquisitive
thi pmyt, t:w
T
,.t-- l

nipi

--

lecture series. Butterfield was preceded by such notable individuals
as Arthur M. Sehlesinger Jr. and
the Classics scholar A.L. Rouse,
in their respective
both
disciplines. Holding--a Ph.D. in
modern Chinese history from Harwell-know-n

--

vard University. Butterfield

ad-

dressed "the topic of life in China
.,
today
-responsibil-ties
assuming
his
to
'Prior
in. New England for the Times,
'

--

Fres Well

.

aggressive and attack his second College last' Friday which designatserve. That is what won the match ed only three concerns and set the
"
forme."
reaccreditation period at 10 years.
Freshman Doug Hart became an . The Board of Governors of the
OAC champion with his victory in Association's Commission on Insttn
division. In the tutions of Higher Education met in
the
DetwOer Chicago last week and examined
finals. Hart defeated Dave
'
of Denison
the report written by an appointed
Like Savitt.' Hart's biggest win four member evaluation team durThere he ing their October visit to the CoCame in the
defeated the Ohio Wesleyan's 5th llege..'
player, 1,
He had played
The Board screens the report for
fourth singles an year, but moved signs of favoritism and decides on
down to 5th for the championships.
based on
the period of
Commenting' on the match. Hart the team's criticism, according to
-said. "It was definitely my best President Henry Copeland
match of the tournament."
The team included the noisy and
' The Scots third title came in first cramped
study environment of Andoubles, where Savitt and Morlidge drews Library among their critical
were teamed together. In the fi- concerns and suggested the instalnals, they defeated DeLong and lation of additional carrels and
6-Andy Huddle from Wesleyan
for them to create
increased space
"
to study,
Important
-;.
:
Continued on Page
according to the report.
.
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Butterfield opened the Times office
in Peking in 1676 and served as the
bureau chief until lsSL Following
his SUnt in Pekin. Butterfield published Ct:a: Alive ia the Bitter
Sea' wiU4 which .be related his .:.'
experiences and observations while
.
m the Chinese capitaL. ..- - Asserti- -j that tis exrerfsnces fcr
China "C 1 not fit tie mental mod-tt r"LJ previously keLi. Eutiar-fUU lamented the romantic
about China that has for so
long captivated Westerners. Such
an idea. 'Butterfield said, created
unfair images and impossible expectations. His book, therefore, attempts to provide a realistic and
balanced', representation of life in
Cktea today' but; according to But- - '
terfUld, such accuracy is painTul
for both he and his Chinese friends "
as China is not depicted in an
.
altogether favorble light. .
By way of numerous anecdotes,
Butterfield suggested three specific
issues that he wrestled with
throughout his stay , in China.
constantly questioned the
degree to which China had indeed '
become egalitarian under the Ccm- munists, concluding that political
influence was of the utmost importance and that in ' spite of the ;
apparent lack of class structure In "
China, there-- should be little doubt
as to existence- - of distinct class
divisions in China. Butterfield
strongly emphasized that there still
remained a great disparity of '
wealth and influence among the r
:
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In Bbard Evaluation

7-- 4.
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But-terfie-

; r
'
"The difference between this
They "cited the development of
match and the last one was a
The North Central Association of the computer center as a second
change in tactics," said Savitt Colleges and Schools endorsed their concern in the report. They com"This. time I decided to be more evaluation team's report of the mended the planned acquisition of
:-.v--

Ji.i-J-

came to Wooster as
the 1SS3 speaker in the Class of 1817

-

.

--

.,'i

.

but ignores the fact that the supe
structure which has failed to acknowledge women ' has also failed to
include them in male activities,
with the exception of a few women.
Therefore, when feminist scholars
search for women achievers in
their field, they will discover only
those who invaded the male pat:
tern, she says.
The second impulse, according to
Minnich, is to talk about those
women who were exceptional.
Again, however, she has observed

5--

:

.

uV.-;..-

Ne V7 Uh glossed China

7-- 6.

.;

,

studies are designed by and for a
small portion of the 'population
white, priveleged males. "We
(women and others) are off providing for the leisure of the few", to
study, teach, and live what they
have created. .'
The first reponse that Minnich
has observed being made to this
phenomenon is that feminist scholars want to "add." They want to
create "equity and fairness
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gld Discovers

'

of the singles competition on a
Tom Hetrick reached the semi-final-s
cool Saturday, May 7, in the Onto Athletic Conference Championship.
Photograph by CtoerylLower- 7:1
; ,.

v

'

-

lum). It's a particular notion that
one. half of the human race is a subspecies."" ' V She asserts that traditional
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r
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the VAX 11750 and the future
appointment of a second full time
computer instructor, but commented that "there is danger that this
response will be too little, too late."
the report said.
The evaluators suggested that the
College continue to "allocate the
resources and maintain the programs necessary to support high
quality educational programs for
minorities, women and internatioiH
al students." They noted that the
move to a semester system next
year and the accompanying reduction in courses and faculty threaten
the maintenance of such courses,
"because they mar lack the conof
certed interests for
the departmental majors," the report said.
According to the evaluating team
t Continued on Page T
:

self-defen- se
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people of China.
Secondly, Butterfield eschewed
any notion - that China had not
become a police state under the
Communists. Regardleu of the fact
that China may not appear to
.

-

maintain . an oppressive security
system, Butterfield assured the. He- Gaw audience that such a system
was prevalent, likening it to radar..

'

.

Continued on Page
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Inside see special Voice features ru
the Lowry Center Bake Shop. p. 13,
and George Browne, a graduate of
the College ia uca. p. 16.
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Women Represented By Men
For the next year, women students at the College will be
represented by two men on the Faculty Committee on the Status of
Women. Until last year, men were not asked to fill these positions.
The two men are well qualified. Both hare innovative Ideas
about improvements which could be made in areas which affect
women at the College.
One representative, for example, who is already serving on the
committee, has suggested that a full time gynecologist be hired to
augment the staff at Hygeia. He and the other representative wffl.
for one year, be pursuing issues pertaining to women as voting
members of the faculty committee.
The only other student permitted to attend these closed
meetings is a volunteer from the Women's Resource: Center.- This,
representative does not have a vote on committee business. ,
The conflict lies in the fact that women will be represented by
men in a situation where gender is a specifically stated issue.
Upon approving the appointment of the two male students,
members of the Student Government Association pressed forward
with a motion to ensure that this situation would not occur again.
The guideline for the choice of these two representatives now reads
that one female and one male be chosen, and that the application
process stay open until two qualified candidates are found.
Nevertheless, the situation will remain as it stands for one year
Can women be properly represented by men?
iancio
Sometimes yes. But there are .situations where a womaay
through her housing arrangement or other such inevitable gender
oriented associations, would know the woman's perspective; a man
would have to ferret out the information.
As was pointed out in the General Assembly of the SGA, the
male representative to the faculty committee could conceivably be
confronted with a decision he must make immediately. A woman
representative who is automatically in daily contact with women
would be better prepared to make such quick decisions.
voted by greater than a two. thirds
majority to allow the situation to remain as it is for one year.
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Voice Lacking Music

Complaints
Editor:

Editor: a
li 10 express mv distress
ir. i wrue
1;gyer. and dissatisfaction with the
tiicprcKannog m music in ine cam
pus newspaper (Le., the Voice):
and I would briefly submit. the
following points:
1. If David Johansen is not a
disco act, it does not mean that the
sound coming out of bis speakers

Although publicly reserved in the
expression of my opinion, both my
conscience and my stomach have
been disturbed by the introduction
of scrap- metal to the-- Daniel Xock-ha-rt
Memorial Fountain. Whoever
is responsible for this act probably
had an art appreciation course at
the loeal Kayo service station,
where it's quite visible why more
than a few artists starve. This
moose is as eomnlimentarv to the
fountain as madras is to Dress
MacLeod. Some questions that I
wish to pose are:

phantic praise untempered by
thought, there is no justification for
(and certainly no charnr in) cavalierly dismissing his musical taste;'
and
4.

-

If the campus newspaper

which so thoroughly deplores the
disinterest in the- mediocre entertainer, David Johansen, and so
-

effusively extols the simple virtue
of Rachmaninov
cannot be trou2. If the 20th century composer bled to review the world premiere
Walter Piston refers to the anach- of a new opus for symphonic band
ronistic music of Sergei Rachmani-no- v from the pen of our music departas 'junk,' it is unspeakably ment's own composition instructor,
Continued on Page 3
absurd to suppose that he was then the Voice should either rethink
motivated by jealousy:
its function in the realm of music,
3. If a reader expressed distaste or perhaps realistically restrict itfor an irrational paean to
self to reporting lacrosse scores
; THE WOOSTER VOICE
the only unifying factor and convocation speakers.
of which would seem to be syco
Karl P. WMml
USPS

isnt trash;

Rach-manino-v,

Intern Article, Editor Racist
Editor:
I was offended by your story on
the selection of interns for next
year. Your questions to the Dean of
Students and the Black Interns
about the factor of race in the

S83-1S- O

Editor:
The Black Student Association
strongly objects to your article on
the selection of interns. The implications made by the article were
the interns were selected solethat
decision-makin- g
process clearly ly because they were black and not
were meant to imply that they because they were the most qualiwere chosen because they were fied which indeed they were. Ms.
Editor:
Black. Nothing could have been McGandy. we pose the question to
I'm writing on behalf of that
further from the truth. The interns you
were you selected as editor sector
of the Greek Community on
chosen were clearly the best appli- because you were white?
campus which participated in
this
cants for the position. If your
The Black Students Association the 1983 Greek Week activities
intention was not to raise these
chaired by Kathy Wilson. In spite
racist suggestions, why did you not
an the problems the Greek
ask Jenny Chandler was she chosen Editor's Mote: I would like to of
Community has experienced as of
because of her race? An alternative correct the implication of my last late,
the spirit of the games was
thesis to your implied suggestions week's article on the choice of the
could be that because of the senti- interns. When Black students feel caught and enjoyed by all who
ments of certain segments on cam- that the quality of Black student participated. Both dubs and secpus, one candidate had to be white. life should be improved, it is time tions supported and cheered for one
midst of the competiAnd farther, allow me to pose the for students and administrators to another in the
of the week's
question to you: Were you chosen take action. I was curious as to tion. The purpose
as Interim Editor because you are whether the choice of interns was a activities was to promote a feeling
white?
positive action intended to alleviate
Kenneth W. Goings some of the problems associated
The bookstore staff would like to
Department of History with the lack of Black student
remember BiH Whittier, a member
Director, Office of Slack Student awareness at Wooster. I did not of
the staff for 22 years until he
Affairs convey my concern properly.
died this week.

i.

Published weekly during the academic
year except during vacations and examination periods by the students of The
College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio.
Tlte Wooster Voice welcomes all
signed letters to the editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers and members of the greater Wooster community. AO correspondence may
to: The Wooster Voice,
iPost !d.rJ?d
Office Box Win, The College of
Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691. Current
is 112.00 per year for second
of brother- - and sisterhood within subscription
class delivery. $17.00 for first class mail
and between the Greek organiza- delivery.
-tions on campus. I believe this goal
Postage paid at Wooster. Ohio.'
r:
Send address changes to The
was met thanks to the dedication of
Wooster Voice. Post Office Bos
Kathy and the numerous others The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
who helped her and who participat44691.
ed in the activities. I wish to thank
Back issues are available from The
Kathy very much for doing such a Wooster Voice office.
-

Greek Week Successful

.

Poet-maste-

C-J1- 87,

fine job with respect to organizing
- F11ANZM.JANTZXN
and promoting such a successful
jChiet Photographer
week. Midway through winter
quarter she began to prepare for
jrOHNSTAPLETONthese events; organizing commitSports Editor
tees, handling finances, choosing
activities, planning parties', etc I
SUS mabn: QoJacy Asms. Walt Bay.
Dava Bits, Us Guto, Iu
can only hope that the feeling of Fatar Bottf.
Harbfck,
Aacala Hablar. Karl f. Heaafei,
"oneness" we an experienced will Saaaa B. taM,
Erie Lapp, Chris
Davit
continue to propagate itself in the afaaas, TMa Path, Bachet Farter. Las.
Sarah
Cava
Slat
Timothy
moos.
Saaaea, Bill St
weeks, as well. as the years, to
Joha. Dan Saadfors. Karen Sapaa, Warraa A.
come
SaUaL DaaW SJkaraU. Dave SbaaaU. Bab
Debra S. ifarsieo Sailtvaa. Teari Tsavaraa, Bab OMeh, Phfl
Pi Kappa representative to the ItSS Paaartaffltr. Mike VelaO.
Greek Week Committee
-

Sim-Ma-

s,

Pf
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Alumni Speak Of
Life After Wooster

News
Digest

BY PHIL UNDERCUFFLER
Two alumni of The College of
Wooster came back to the College
Compiled By Chris Lose
Wednesday to talk about "Life
speJOHANNESBURG
Three
Wooster: Wooster as a Life
cial elections in Sooth Africa are After
seen as adding np to a victory for Skill."
Blake Moore, center for the Cinthe conservative
Bengals, and Cynthia Weil-e- r,
cinnati
party opposed to the government's
graduate
student, are both
proposals to extend a limited Wooster graduates
from the class
power
amount of,
to Asians and of 1980, although according
to Weil-e- r,
people of mixed race. The conservthey
a typical
exactly
are
"not
atives won only one of the three
alumni couple." The two,
parliamentary seats, but they Wooster
who have been married since 1981,
missed capturing a second one by conversed about how Wooster preonly S21 votes. Prime Minister Pie-t- pared
them for working in the
Botha concedes that the results "real world."
show a deep split whether there
One thing they both noted that
should be any changes in the
differed
between Wooster and the
of South Africa.
world was the length of the
outside
CANNES
Hundreds of students cylces that things take. In school,
rioted and rampaged through the according
cycles tend
to Moore,
Cannes Film Festival Wednesday, to be short. Time isthe
by
measured
smashing the plate-gladoors at weeks and quarters. In the working
white-suprema-

--

M OSCOWw

Dissident' Soviet

physicist Andrei Sakharov is reported to be willing to leave the
Soviet Union if the government
grants him a visa- to accept an
invitation from Austria. Sakharov's
wife reported her husband's wishes
after visiting Gorky, where he has
been banished. The exiled human
rights leader was refused clearance
due to security reasons, the official
reponea. xney
news agency
said that he knows what they
termed "especially important state
and military secrets."
West German reporter
BONN
Gerd Heidemann is now telling a
new story on how he obtained the
fraudulent Hitler diaries, for Stern
-

iiu

Magazine.

He. now states- -

.

.

.

that it

wasn't an' East German general
who supplied the documents, but
someone in East Germany who
answered an ad seeking Nasi relies. The diaries had, been exposed
as forgeries earlier in the week,
due to extensive handwriting, and
chemical analysis.
Syria may unravel
BEIRUT
troop
the new Israeli-Lebanewithdrawal pact Secretary of State
Shultz said he doesn't expect Syria
to remove their forces from Leba-- non. Israel has said its troops won't
leave until the Syrians leave also.'
Damascus has objected to the pact
which was approved Friday by
Israel's cabinet, because it permits
a remnant of Israeli troops to
remain in Lebanon.
WASHINGTON
El Salvador
would receive $713 million in military aid via a Senate panel plan.
Separately, the. White House
slashed Nicaragua's sugar sales to
the U.S. to place pressure on the
country. The Senate Foreign Relations panel compromise gives El
Salvador military aid this year and
Continued on Page 4
se

Disheartening

close-mind-

tion.

ed

Even more though, it hurt me to
see .people acting upon the assumption that the absence sof physical
violence constitutes peace. How
much longer will we accept as a
daily part of life the violence of
starvation, unemployment persecution andhate?- How much longer

r-f-

-

--

--

sign-holde-rs

'

Here

:

Dem onstration

--

i

off-seaso-n.

ss

:

.

j

white-only-ru- le

Editor:
. I was one of the peace demonstrators in Ashland when President
Reagan arrived. I do not wish,
however, to address the nuclear
arms race per se, but instead
would like to .voice my heartfelt
distress over some deeper issue.
When the Wooster peace contingency was preparing to embark, a
concern was voiced that we be nonviolent not only in a physical sense,
but also- - i our--- -' thoughts- - and
speechJ- - On this we "an agreed.
While in Ashland on the motorcade
route, some of my friends and I
decided to cross the street to a
place, less congested where we
could hold our signs. We crossed
and I asked to be excused while we
went to move behind, the people on
the street In return I received a
hard glance and a cold NO. I was
then angrily told to return to the
other side of the street where most
were, that we
of the
didn't belong here and that we
were "an embarrassment" I was
told that we were coming to the
wrong side for our type of people,
that we were coming to "the peaceful side."
For a moment I was stunned. I
wanted to start a conversation in
order to understand why these people felt this way, however, after
only one question I perceived a
mounting hostility. I felt that any
further pursuit of this dialogue
might find me sprawled out on the
street with a broken jaw.
I find, myself now almost wishing
that I had been beaten, for then my
attention would have been diverted
to my external pains and not the
greater pain that I find inside of
myself. I was hurt to see that
people were so hostile and
towards friendly conversa-

v

Continued from Page 2

How much did it cost each stu--"
dent or was it the gift of a local
salvage yard; also,
most used were their "people
will it corrode or when it adorned
skills," and the abilities taught by the hood of a Cadillac, was it
both I.S. and the research neces rustproof ed?
sary to complete it
I do not relish the day when the
Moore found the skills he learned paintings that now grace the walls
at Wooster helped him when inter of 'Lowry's hallways are replaced
viewing for jobs in the
by oils on black velvet
I think things like I.S., your inde
Mr. Christopher
pendent research, and your oral
I have been somewhat associated
exams, all these things prepare with the arts at Wooster since my
your for real situtations when you freshman year some four (4.0)
get out into the real world."
years ago. This reflects an interest
There are two things, according sparked many years ago by my
'
(to Weiler, that are shocking to mother and a man named John
students leaving college for the Begg and continued through this
working world: the loss of their day by the likes of Lee Renner and
close community and the press of Walter Zurko (wonderful Orthodox
responsibilities.
Slovak). I must, as the holder of an
I was struck by the associate degree in lighting design,
fact that. I could no longer run six however, protest the addition of
Ifeet to the nearest room and say that herbivore to the fountain.
'Hi' to someone." Weiler said. "I
We, here on the campus, are
was not prepared to fix aU my fortunate enough to be graced with
meals, wash all my clothes on a exceptional talent of Phillip Wilregular basis," she added.
liams asour groundskeeper.'. His
"We found different ways to deal job neither Mr. Christopher not I
with the shock." said Weiler. "And envy. If thatalng MOOSE gets;
I think we realized, lockmsrback. loose P tarn pine draped over the
that we developed a lot of those wall of the? Daniel Lockhart Memo
skills that we used here at Woo- rial Fountain,' well, it will be a sad
ster."
day for bid Woo.
""
"Its hard to perceive yourself
I personally suspect that this is
using any of those skills, really. the doing of a sophomore some(other than getting yourself past thing major, who has taken,- - perLS., but you do. You would be haps one (1.00) W ally Art course
surprised at how well you've been ahoV consider' himself &'rr'affH
(prepared," ended Moore.
cionado (big time critical guy:
"Our life can change tomorrow,
kn$w Us fecal matter to the aclor 10 years from now," said Weiler, cessory markets I ' must owerer,'
rwe just feel that the skills that we admit-th- at
this moos business is
(developed at Wooster have really better than either, the Harold or
prepared us to be good people, to Life in The Heavenly City ever
be people that will continue to could have been (Hi mom)!
lenrich our lives, and to be happy in
Gagging Me Totally,
We world.'
Mr. Richie

er

two-wee- k-

t

Moose

world, however, time runs in mea
sures of years. "You have a child,
and bam, you've been immediately
put into a 20 year cycle ! "
The two found that the skills

cy

the Festival Hall and setting fire to
tires In the streets. French riot
police dispersed the students with
tear gas at the 'entrance of the
newly built Festival palace, at the
Cinema
height of the
'display. The students; were protesting proposed government education
reforms
WASHINGTON
Senate Majority Leader Howard1 Baker backed
off on his predictions that the
compromise
Senate will pass-a- .
fiscal 1884 budget that is closer to
what President Reagan desires. In
Baker's words, "I'm still optimistic, I'm just not as optimistic as I
was." The plan calling for a 7.5
defense spending -increase is now
u ..d .
before the Senate. '

y,

t

Wooster
This week marks"

the

5Dth anni-

versary of the first of the Nazi book
burnings. Books were thrown onto
bonfires; not by angry peasants or
workers, ot by high ranking party
officials' or 'SS officers, but by
nahwrftitv ,hiitn
student who
chose to 'Cleanse their intellectual
world 'of dangerous and decadent
ideas: 209 year of German literature, philosophy, arts and sciences,
and the traditions of intellectual
inquiry on. which university education' was- based.' It "was only a
symbotte act but as German poet
and - critic Heinrich Heine noted a
eenturyearlier. where they burn
hooter,' they - win one day burn
human beings.
We know, that the incidence of
-

1
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Butterfield On China
Continued from Page 1
Moreover, Butterfield claimed the
police system to be "deeply imbedded in society" and cited the dan- wel as the perfect example.
Loosely translated as "the Unit"
dtnwei is part of the life of every
Chinese individual; in China, everybody has a Unit said Butter- -

'

---

-

--

V.;-

'.

which he explained as a
second citizenship." Ac
"form of
cording- - to Butterfield, a Unit pro
vides Chinese citizens with housing,
jobs.' ration coupons, medical care,
schooling and even the option for a
parent to pass his or her job on to a
son or daughter. Each unit he
continued, holds a confidential dossier on each of its members within
which is. contained any information
field,

regarding alleged illegal activities.

The Unit also determines which
family can have children and if a
woman becomes pregnant and does
not appear on the list for childbear-in-g
that year, she is "encouraced
by the Unit to have an abortion,
explained Butterfield.

thirdly, Butterfield questioned
must we who
are striving for true peace suffer the degree to which China had
the violence of such hypocrisy and become a revolutionary society un
ignorance as we encountered that der the Communists. Claiming that
day?
Adam Duane

China offers less mobility than the
United States, Butterfield portrayed the present Communist Party in China as a rather conservative entity that once firmly
ensconced in power reverted to old,
hierarchical- - struc-

inward-lookin- g

tures that staunchly resist change.
.

J

Butterfield stressed the reality

that "nobody beats the Chinese
bureaucracy" and stated his most

profound impression while in China
to be the widespread cynicism of
the populace toward
Party and the system in general. As a result of the decade of the
within which
some 100 million people were persecuted, Butterfield said, popular idealism had been shattered and the
transparency of the Party became
the-Communi-

Cultural-Revolutio-

st

n

-

NatCentoff

--

r

Parents - have successfully rid
,

libraries and classrooms of
evident to the public
such dangerous documents as Curt
Admitting that his brutal realism Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five,
may perhaps anger Peking, Butter- Judith Guest's Ordinary People,
Terkel's Working., Confield said he believed that good and Studsgroups
have organized to
servative
journalism should begin
police.
public
and to influlibraries
and acknowledges that' his
textbook publishers. Some-o- w
book destroys the "rosy, romantic enceexpect
these things from the
picture of China.' Though certainly we
hoping for improvement in the near Far Right, from the deep South,
some other place, some other
future for the Chinese, Butterfield from
But consider these cases
left little doubt that the Chinese group.October
on the altar of the
last
people are "alive in the bitter sea."
First Unitarian Church in
on Page 4
school- -
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Visiting Theologian Lectures
On Black Religious Experience
BT KAREN SAPIO
For the past two weeks, students
at Wooster have had the opportunity to meet and talk with Dr. Henry
Young, the College's visiting Theologian in Residence. According to
Young, these informal meetings
with students have been the most
positive and enjoyable part of his
stay at Wooster.
Dr. Young is a systematic theologian from Garrett Theological Seminary in Evanston, EL His special
areas of interest include the Black
Religious Experience and Process
Theology. He commented that he
found Wooster students "ready to
be informed and very open to the
study of Black religion.
In addition to these informal
meetings with students. Young has
lectured in many classes. He spoke
at Gordon Tait's Sects and Cults
class about the Black Muslim
movement and to Glenn Buchers
Seminar on Reinhold Niebuhr on
Niebuhr's influence on 20th century
theology and on Martin Luther

King Jr.'s theology of
Young has been a regular lecturer
in William's class on the African
non-violen-

ce.

Hunger Walk
Scheduled
BY JEAN PEACOCK
Students and members of the
Wooster community have been organizing a CROP walk for world
hunger which is scheduled to take
place on Saturday. May 21. The
walk, which begins at 1 p.m. at
Westminster Church House, is a

fundraising activity for Church
World Service, an organization that
supports emergency relief and
development
programs in Third World countries.
Some of the money raised during
the walk will also remain in Wooster. Ten percent of the funds will be
donated to People to People Ministries, an agency which provides
food, clothing, fuel, and other assistance to people in the Wooster
long-rang-

e

self-hel-

p

Folk Tradition.
Young states that he believes
Wooster is "far ahead of many
schools of its size in academic
quality of both students and faculty." Working closely with the Religion Department, Young found,
"The Religion Department makes
an effort to be inclusive in the
study of religion. I want to give
them maximum acclaim for that."
Young hopes that his presence at
Wooster "will signal the need for a
permanent black theologian to become part of the faculty in order to
interpret the Black religious experience. There is no substitute for
this."
After leaving Wooster this week
Young plans to return to Garrett to
finish out the academic year, and

to complete work on his current
book, God and Human Oppression:
Critique of
A Methodological
Process Theology. In this book.
Young will discuss how Process
Theology relates to Black, Feminist, and Latin American Religious
experience. States Young, "Process
theology has an inclusive, pluralistic world view which provides' for a
cultural pluralism. This gives a
corrective for traditional exclusive
cultural world view in modern theology." Young hopes his study win
lift the discussion out of a Black-Whiissue into a pluralism that
affirms particular ethnic experiences, but also shows their interred tedness. Young's book will be
published sometime in 1984.
--

te

Here At Wooster
Contained from Page 3

more, dangerous ideas were set
alight Excerpts from Martin Luther,- Thomas Aquinas, the Old
Testament. Kierkegaard and Karl
consigned to a; purifyBirth were
ing fire ' because of their sexist
language and orientation. Jean
Kirckpatrick, the United States
Ambassador to the United Nations,
has lost speaking engagements at
colleges and universities, because
those institutions could not guarantee her safety. The question of
censorship or pornography has torn
apart some feminists and. civil liberties groups, and refocnseo
the debates around the First
' ?3nj'.
Amendment.
Clearly the issue of censorship is
enormously complex. It goes to the
heart of our most dearly held, but

iijn

.

sometimes contradictory convictions.
In next Tuesday's lecture on

Book Burning and Censorship in
America, Nat Henteff. journalist
and educator, will consider some of
'

mann's "search for socialism in
Soviet Armenia" led to his comparison of contemporary developments
in the political economics of the US
and the USSR. He is particularly
interested in the similarities and
differences between their respective class structures, allegiance to
their dominant ideologies, and the
effects of both those things on
government problem solving capabilities.
Marcus Pohlmann is a graduate

of Cornell College and of Columbia
University, where he received his
Ph.D. in 1976 with a specialization
in American politics. He has served
ms a research associate - at the
--

Metropolitan ' Applied Research

Center m New York and as a
consultant to the New York based
Media and Society program. He
has taught at the Spence School, at
Bates College and since 1977 at the
College of Wooster, where he also
chairs the Urban Studies Program.
He has published widely-iurban
politics, political participation, and
the American political economy;
Professor Pohlmann's special interest in the media and politics has
brought to this campus Thomas
Foley, who has spoken on Terrorism and the Media in Northern
Ireland, and Fred Friendly, former
president of CBS News.
n

those complexities. '"
Born in Boston, Hentoff was educated at Northeastern University,
community.
did graduate work at Harvard and
Although the purpose of the eight the Sorbonne, and received a Gugmile walk is to raise money for genheim Fellowship for studies in
Church World Service and People education. He is a professor in the
to People Ministries, the CROP doctoral program in Media Ecology
walk is also intended to raise conat New York University's Graduate
sciousness about the daily existSchool of Journalism, and is a
ence of much of the world's populamember of the Board of Directors
tion. People who walk on May 21 of the New York Civil Liberties
milwill be in solidarity with the
Union. A staff writer for the Village
Continued from Page 8
lions of women who walk miles
Voice and The New Yorker, Hentoff
every day for food and water for is a regular contributor to The
their families, with refugees who Nation. The Chronicle of Higher
walk toward an unknown future Education, Inquiry, Playboy, Coswith their meager possessions on mopolitan and Social Policy. His next, although the aid is $60 million
their backs, with those who must lecture will be held at 8:15 p.m. in behind Reagan's request for this
walk one or two days for medical McGaw Chapel on Tuesday eve- year, and 810 million behind for
next year.
care, and with children who walk ning.
LONDON
Prime Minister
miles each day to attend school.
n
jazz critic as well.
A
British parliaPersons who are interested in Hentoff will participate in an open Thatcher called
participating in the CROP walk can discussion on jazz at 4 p.m. Tues- mentary election for June 9. She
and her Conservative party are
pick up sponsorship envelopes and day afternoon in Douglass Lounge.
expected to win. In calling the
information sheets at tables in
Lowry and Kittredge during the
Late last summer Professor Mar- elections 11 months early, Thatcher
lunch and dinner hours today and cus Pohlmann, Dept. of Political gave into the advice of her aids and
Monday. Sponsor sheets are also Science, ceased planning fall Tory politicians, to take advantage
available at the Bread and Justice courses and started packing for a of high standings in the polls and
House and Westminster Church trip to the USSR, where he had Just an improved economic outlook.
WARSAW
Lech Walesa and
House.
been appointed Fulbright Senior
Everyone is encouraged to par- Lecturer in Political Science at nine other aides were seized by
ticipate on May 21 by sponsoring a Yerevan State University in Ar- Polish police Saturday, after the
Solidarity leader met secretly in
walker or by running or walking menia.
promwalk
CROP
The
route.
the
At next Wednesday's convocation Warsaw with other heads of the
ises. to be an opportunity for the Professor Pohlmann will distill outlawed union. He was taken just
some of the observations from that after helping to compose a letter to
gether and act in the common fall into the question, "Where Have the Polish parliament, calling for
concern for world hunger.
You Gone, Vladimir Lenin?" Pohl- - the reinstatement of legal unions.
.
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NAACP

Officers

Elected

Using CPPS As A Service

BY RODNEY MCCALISTER
Over 90 of the College of Woos-ter- 's
NAACP chapter membership

Does CPPS have a real function
turned out and voted last Thursday, my freshman year?
May 5, to elect the chapter's new
Yes. CPPS can help with deterofficers for 1983-8- 4 academic year.
mination of course selection and in
Elected to the just recently chart- consideration of
study
ered organization was Tyrone Wil- possibilities. They can also give
liams, President; Toyin
advice on obtaining reference from
Vice President; Kathy Carson. Sec- professors and summer employers..
retary; Laura Davis, Treasurer;
Although'- a freshman 'probably
Janet Mowrer, Sergeant-At-Armhas not decided on a major, CPPS
and Solomon Ngubane, Member- can advise .the student on what
ship Chairperson.
might be the most valuable course
Rev. Rufus Thompson of the Sec- choice in light of possible vocation
ond Baptist Church in Wooster interests.
charged the new officers and ofWith the help of CPPS. freshmen
fered prayer at the installation can plan carefully an integration of
ceremony last Sunday. "He said that
study and
the new officers have accepted a coarse work. Careful planning is
great and noble task as leaders in important in order to prevent missthe oldest, most effective civil ing a necessary course while studyrights organization in existence. ing or working
Thompson warned the. Chapter's
new administration, "If you are not
ready, then you should not have
accepted the positions."
Mr. James Harris, President of
off-camp- us

Da-Silv- a.

-

s;

:

off-camp-us

on-camp-

off-campu-

the

Wooster-Orrvill- e

us

s.

branch

U years and
Chairman also

NAACP for the past

State District
present at the installment assured
the chapter's new leadership that

he would be as "close as the
telephone, --if ever he would be
needed."
Rodney McCalister, the outgoing
College of Wooster Chapter President and State College and Youth
Division President,, told, those
chapter .can, be
present vtiafc-the- ..
proud of their accomplishments in
the past year. "But even though
we've come a long way, we've got
a long way to go." "Leadership is a
service position," he continued. "A
good leader must be a good ser-

"loo teHtoe&

tes o

vant"

After McCalister and Williams
took a symbolic handshake and
exchanged best wishes, the body
recognized Tyrone Williams as the
Chapter's new President
"I would like to thank all persons
responsible for putting me in office," Williams said. "And I am
sure I am speaking on behalf of my
fellow Executive Committee members as welL" "During my presiding term, I will strive to make the
College of Wooster's NAACP chapter a stronger organization that will
make great strides and be at least

as successful if not more successful
than it has been. I would lije to

state or

NAACP

that the
organization is not a
re-emphas- ize

"black" organization but an integrated organization that is here for
the aid of all students." Williams
urged, "If there is a problem that
anyone has I can't stress enough
for himher to use the resources
and power of the NAACP." "We
exercise confidentiality," the new
leader concluded.'
The Chapter's final meeting will
be 6:30 p.m. May 22 at 925 Gasche

St

Computer News
The eaU address of the WoosterNet
is 1458 on the' cable. There are

currently five public accounts
available on the Vax. The User-namand Passwords for these

es

accounts are: PUBLIC 1, PUBLIC
2. PUBLIC 3, PUBLIC 4. and PUBLIC 5.

Tm only a sophomore, lsnt it too
early to be planning my career?
No! Even though you may not
know your major yet, it's already
time to start thinking about what
you want to do when you graduate.
Sophomore year is the time to
experiment Try courses in. areas
which interest you, take a summer
job that is relevant to something
that you enjoy doing, and get volunteer experience if you can afford
the time.
I know what I want to do, but I
don't know what major is applicable. How can CPPS help?
- Both this concern and its inverse,
when a student knows' bis or her
major but hasn't decided on a
vocation, are very common. CPPS
can help you decide what areas to
look into for coursework and summer jobs which would coordinate a
major and a career suited to your
interests.
How does coming to CPPS as
early as my freshman year work to
my advantage?
Early contact with CPPS enables
you to concentrate on academic
concerns such as LS. during your
junior and senior years. If you have
started your credential file early
and have, begun working on a
resume, you won't have to devote
so much time to planning your
future.
An informational column written
cooperatively by CPPS and Voice
and
stair writers Edith McGandy
"
Don Sandford.
-
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The Internationalist
Aid Of ficers infEimbo
The Soviet Union: Is It Really Communist?
as

they feel that the Soviet
nist"
In intervening in developing Union has "lefttbe left" and turned
countries' polities, the. United into an imperialist, capitalist powStates rationalizes and Justifies ber er. There will also be some reprepolicy by attributing it to the "Sovi- sentation of the side which still
et threat" As an indicator of this feels that the Soviet Union should
"threat" they point to the growing be respected for its contribution in
nationalism in these countries and the implementation of communism
general efforts tor reform and and that it simply is, still, in its
more equitable distribution of earlier stages. Several thinkers are
wealth. This, they say, is a sign .of supporting the idea of the ConferSoviet influence, since the Soviet ence
one of whom is Michael
Union is a communist country and Parent! who visited the College of
is trying to "poison" other parts of Wooster on various occasions (Conthe world. So, the United States vocation, Peace Conference '82).
enters and establishes a "benign
One of the major reasons tor the
dictatorship," the argument being desire tor separation of the one
that these countries are not "ma- taction that' will be represented at.
ture" enough to handle anything the Conference is the desire to
more democratic at this moment
show that "communism" has many
One of the assumptions that un- faces and is implemented differentderlies this way of thinking is that ly in different countries in- order to
the Soviet Union is a communist meet their particular needs. Thus,
country, which means that it is there is a great difference between
.

-

governed by a centralised, repressive government behind the "iron
curtain" that chokes every attempt
of its people for creative, independent thinking. It is from this fascist
system that the American government wants to protect developing
countries: "the red repression. "
There are two things wrong with
this argument One is that it does
not necessarily show that the U.S.
alternative (a dictatorship) is better than communism; and who is to
say besides the country it concerns T The second problem is that
it Implies that "communist" means
"Soviet-like.-

group of communist countries.
Also, there are communist countries that are actually opposed to

the Soviet Union like China.
To discuss and analyse this question, a debate will be held in New
York City later this month (May ).
The formal topic involves the
role and nature of the Soviet Union
today. Ifany are going to attempt
to separate the Soviet political system from the adjective "commu
19-22-

Soviet Union

are imperialist

capi-

talist powers with little sympathy
and no empathy for the developing
countries they are dealing with. In
view of the. inevitability of the
"contact" with countries abroad,
the growing international trade and
interdependence in. the world, this
approach is only destructive,- - for
both the dominator and the dominated.
' Here is an excerpt from the
position of the RCP (Revolutionary
Communist Party) as it will be
presented in the Conference from
their initial statement on the issue.
The RCP is the primary organisation that sponsors the Conference
with a lot of support from faculty of
the New School of Social Research
and others.
Tessie Tsavaras
The Internationalist

U

One Viewpoint
The long raging debate over the
nature and International role of the
Soviet Union la intensifying again
all over the world and needs to be
made sharper and clearer stilL The
heightening is a product of important world developments over the
relatively recent period, including
both the reversal of the revolution
in China after Mao's death and the
sharpening of the conflict between
the Soviet Union and U.S. imperial-

ism.
Wherever revolutionary minded
people gather, and' wherever new
forces break into mass struggle
the question pushes itself into the
front; "Soviet Union: friend or foe;
capitalist or socialist?" What is its
underlying nature; its fundamental
class relations, what laws of motion
motivate its actions across the
globe
and fundamentally, how
does this superpower confront the
revolutionary struggles of the
world? As an ally? Or as one more
imperialist power to be fought,
overthrown and destroyed?
This debate is required because it
is demanded by the very alignment
of forces in the world, and by the
quickening urgency of events. It is
demanded because every revolutionary movement is inseparably
linked with the developments on
the international plane and
emerges intertwined with the
thrust and counterthrust of international preparation for war. And it is
demanded because the contradicto
ry developments in the world revolutionary process sharply pose the
question' of the ultimate goal et
revolution: Is it possible to advance
past one form or another of class
society to actual elimination of all
oppression and class distinctions?
Exactly because the Soviet Union
beads a world bloc, and because it
at the same time claims to be
socialist, the threads of a thousand
political decisions and the struggle
to understand the final goal constantly lead people back again to
the controversy surrounding the
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select male applicants forms,

status.'-

"Right now, we're telling' students we will not require submission of (the registration compliance) statement, but I wont say
that's what will be final." echoes
Lamar Fowler, administrative vice
president of Hillsdale College in

--

.

.

-

..

'

--

.

ft
the
law. Pepin says the
Education Dept. win argue its new
regulations have effectively amended the law, which would therefore
no longer be subject to a permanent injunction.
Alsop lifts the temporary
injunction,, "students who refused
to sign the certification of compliance win be asked to come back .
into their financial aid offices and
sign a statement that they've registered," Pepin says.
"The Education Dept. Is being
forced to say two different things
out of both aides of their mouths,"
says Dennis Martin of the National
Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators in Washington,
aid-dra-

And-if

.--

D.C.

... :

,.

.

.

"One is that they have changed,
the rules, and the other is warning'
colleges not to do anything until the
injucntioB is settled." ;
It could get even more confusing.
Congress is now considering ex-tending the day the law goea into
effect from this July 1st to Febru- ary 1, 1984, to give schools a chance
to plan, around the Minnesota deci-- '
--

atonvo--.-

sl-

--

tti that

happens. Martin, aays,
"iffl get even more muddied and
confusing."
- Boston University, for example,
wOI comply with the government's
warning not to link registration to
federal financial aid, "but we do
not intend to make our own (college) funds available . to students
who have not registered," aays CU
President John SUber. v
And the Illinois General Assem
bly is considering a bill that would
deny state aid to students who dont
register with Selective Service, re
gardless of what the federal rules '.
.
might be. - ; , ,
,

College Cuts Feared

s

--

:

--

force. '
" ,
'v
But there are plenty of catches.
Even if Alsop permanently enjoins

'-

"

,

V

-

--

-

'.

-

Pepin isnt sure what wU happen

to those violators, but thinks
they'n probably be forced to repay
'
their aid money, plus interest
The department has already told
aid officers around- the-- country
"not to with hold federal student
aid or. the processing of forms"'
while the temporary injunction is in

Michigan.
.
Likewise, "the system office has
told us we are not to ask, advertise
or account for people who don't
sign the compliance form, even
though it's printed on the front of
this year's Pell Grants (application)." says Larry Dreyer. UCLA's
aid director.'.
But at the, same time, the , U.S.

Department

--

cross check ' them with Selective
Service records, and finally track
down students they find to have
misrepresented - their registration

.

--

-

-

Then the department, under the
new regulations, would randomly

.

then-milita-ry

Tm.i W4.. Thwrs.
PrL. tot. 4tM-s-

aid.--

follow."

.'df - Education', Jas
warned that, 'pending the outcome
of a court case in Minnesota, it
may later, ask aid offices for the
names of people who apply now but
don't fin out the compliance forms.
The Education Department has
also told aid officers not to withhold
federal aid from students who don't
sign the compliance forms, for fear
withholding aid might .violate a
temporary injunction Imposed
March ,10th by a federal court in
Minnesota.;'
'Judge Donald Alsop temporarily
stopped enforcement of the - law
linking aid and military registration until he could issue a ruling in
a lawsuit brought by six Minnesota
students against the government
over the law.
Alsop 's ruling .is expected in
May, when he may either lift the
injuction or make it permanent. .'
In the meantime, the Education
DepC has softened several key
regulations ; of the law, some of
USSR.
them designed to help save it
Poland, for example, millions of regardless of what Alsop rules. :
workers act boldly in instinctive
Originally, the law charged camrejection of what they have been pus aid officials with enforcing the
force-fe- d
for decades. Deep alienalaw and forwarding the names of
tion and a violent chasm erupts people who wouldn't sign on to the
between the rulers and the ruled: government.
what question can have more im"But after questions on the burportance than to scientifically un- den it. might create for colleges,
derstand the nature of Polish, and that has been changed so that the
Soviet society? Understanding that burden of verification win fan on
this is not the "failure of social- the Education Dept. and the Selecism" being acted out, but the tive Service for the first two
explosion of capitalist contradiction years," says spokesman Andy
is the key to understanding the
events and their significance for
the Polish workers themselves, and
for the millions around the world.
It is a simple fact of the politics
of this epoch, that vastly different
ideologies and: social movements,
(CPS)
The halting economic
claimeven systems, confront each
"recovery" isn't cheering up too.
ing the common banner- of Marx- many college officials, who now
ism. As a part of the preparation of worry that even a faster approach
war an offensive has been launched of prosjerity may not prevent a
rooted not in strength but in new, even deeper round of cuts in
necessity where the Soviet Union academic programs and student
and its political supporters are services for the next school year.
straining to herd various class
It a like running full speed ahead
forces, including rebel ones, just to stay in one place," says Ken
throughout the world into
Kirkland, fiscal affairs director of
and political camp. In the the National Conference of State
confrontation of blocks, they insist, Legislatures (NCSL).
"Thirty-nin- e
out of 50 states have.
there is no equality of evfl. There is
only the confrontation of socialism already cut their (higher, educa
with the Soviet tion) budgets for this year." he
and capitalism
Union gathering around it all that-i- reports, "And there's certainly no
progressive in the world, bearing relief in sight for higher educa:
v.
tion."
b
Continued on Page T
.

Appearing In

If the judge allows, the department win still make students sign a
"certification of registration compliance" form when they apply for

--

...

i

.

or "Russophile."

"

Communists and radical thinkers
today are involved in an ongoing
debate on what communism is, and
to what degree we should or should
not include the Soviet Union in the

the political system of China, Cuba,
Poland, and others, although they
share the term "communist" This
is the point that is systematically
overlooked in U.S. rhetoric.
Furthermore, the Soviet Union is
trying to dominate and conquer in
a way that is Just as condemnable
as the United States foreign policy.
So, according to this argument,
both the United States and the

' (CPS)
The recent rush of court
rulings and regulations changes
have left financial aid officers
around the country . confused and
"in limbo" over just what they're
supposed to do about asking male
aid applicants if they've registered
with the Selective Service System.
"We're really in limbo," says
M.J. Holmes, aid director at West
Georgia College. "We're trying to
follow policy, but the hard part is
keeping up with the latest policy to

- Over the last year, bad business
and unemployment have cut ? the
amount of money, states have collected. With less money, to
spread around, most of those Si
states have forced public, instituincluding their colle?
tions
to cut their own budgets and haJX
.

spending.
To cut. colleges have fired teach-

ers, leaving students with. fewer,
more crowded class sections from
which to choose on many campuses. In some cases, whole academic
departments have been abolished. ..
AU kinds of student services
from faculty avaluatioca to free ,
phones In dorms to campus escort
Continned on Page U
.

.
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Plugging In:
People Fall In Love With Their Computers

Feminist
Scholarship
Continued from Page

puter systems
indicated that I
should not undertake it. There are
sources of solid evaluative information far superior to this space:
principally Byte and Crettive Com'
puttag magazines, both available in
the bookstore, and in back files at
some libraries.
Both magazines regularly report
on new machines, and though the
reviews are rarely negative and
are often filled with technical talk,
one can get a sense of how much
the computer does, how much software there is for it, and how easily
its power can be increased.

ing, shyness, prejudice, the barriers that prevent getting to know
more than the style of clothing or
the cut of hair, drop. And once
something challenging has been
achieved in concert, one values

another for patience, dedication

and the ability to make full use of
talents and skills. Behind that tired
phrase, "a good working relationship," is something living, dynamic
and valuable.
Computers do not have personalities, but animated by software,
they respond with some individuality to humans. When the TI tells me
I have left out a letter or a
parenthesis that ought to be there,
it prings "Syntax Error" and isus--

DOUGHNV- T-

groundwork on which famous
things occurred.
human overtures.
She says, "If you take out the
One does not have to wait to get
the essay or the examination back context in which things are done,
with a teacher's evaluation on it you get the great figures out of
Type RUN and your grade always context" This is what she sees has
either a Perfect or a Rotten) ap- happened in many situations.
pears instantly. It works or it does
But she also asserts that we do
not. And if not. it is never because have to make judgements. Equity
the machine does not understand doesn't work. Feminist scholars
you or has misread you or is not
paying attention to you or things
only majors deserve good grade. If
it does not work, you have made a
mistake that can be corrected.
I have typed fearful insults on
my keyboard after receiving a
'
Rotten. I am always disarmed by
the instant "CAN'T DO THAT."
with beep, and I go back to work,
trying to find the mistake that
caused the problem.
The result? People fall in love
with their computers, and they are
fiercely loyal. Try getting a DEC
afficionado to admit, seriously, that
there, is an adequate alternative, and see how far you get By
most of the standards discussed in
these columns, my TI 994 is a
mistake, but I love it It and L
learned how to program in BASIC
together.
If this is going to happen anyway,
one might as well act accordingly
from the start Does one ask a
potential friend to fill out a compat-abilit- y
questionaire? How objectively does one proceed from ac' ELIZABETH 1CINNICH
quaintanceship to friendship or
love?
need to learn to redesign the theoAs the hard questions about mini- retical basis on which they make
mum capability, how much soft- judgements.
ware is available right now, and
Feminist scholars must "learn to
how much more powerful the ma- make better (more truthful)
judge
chine can be made by add-onYou ments. We must do better in our
will find a dozen computers that judgements and not miss
so often.
meet your needs. Then spend some We must systematize .ourselves
to
time with each, even if it does not make better judgements." Femin
appeal aesthetically. (I still feel ist scholars must strive for "an
guilty for disliking TRS-8- 0
just honesty about our standards."
because it looks so tacky
but I
have made up for it with my
passion for the Osborne. Office
visitors ask "What's that?" as if it
were a purple toad, and I feel
protective).
Continued on Page 13
.
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What the reviews do not do is
make a choice. Is the Commodore
64 (1535) with its "relatively slow"
disk drive (1399), superb graphics
and excellent sound generation better than the TI 994A ($150 for the
computer, $1,000 for a disk drive,
and $300 for bringing RAM up to
the maximum 36K)? Both are reviewed positively in recent issues
of Creative Computing.

es a sonorous beep. The Osborne'
also prints "Syntax Error," but ft
does so silently. I tend to grin
sheepishly when the TI tells me I
am wrong and to feel irritated
when the Osborne does.
The Osborne is more businesslike. When I type in a letter where
a number is wanted, it prings
"?Redo From Start." When I make
a similar mistake with the TI, it
The Commodore 64 reviewer prints the more colloquial "CANT
likes graphics and sound and thus DO THAT" and emits the same
accepts the slow and difficult-to-us- e
mournful beep. In fact, of course,
disk system. The TI 994A reviewthese are differences between TI
er, obviously an experienced pro- BASIC and Microsoft BASIC, not
grammer, is impressed by the in- differences between the two maside of the machine
by its chines. Except for the beep. The
ambitious engineering which allows Osborne's only note is a small,
(with the purchase of some addi- frightening whine, the sound of a
tions) the writing of sophisticated tiny vacuum cleaner with somemachine language programs. Ter- thing caught in its throat.
rific for some.
Further ,the early part of a relaThe personnel in computer stores tionship between a novice and a
computer is inevitably an intense
and even friends who own computers, however experienced, are not one, frequently a matter of you and.
much more help. The difficulty is the- - machine alone together for
that people fall in love with their hours at a time. Partly, that is
.

computers, however frustrating the because the demonstration properson-machin- e
relationship. It grams and even one's own first
may have something to do with fumblings hold so much promise.
needing to defend c purchase, but I How wonderful to be able to write a
program that would balance the
doubt it
It has often been noticed that checkbook, do the income tax, desome of the most stimulating and light a child! Partly, it is because
rewarding freindships occur as a completing any of those from
result of working together. When scratch requires a huge effort in
people concentrate on getting learning. And finally, it is because
the job done, stereotypical think- - the computer responds so clearly to
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During the General Assembly
meeting last Monday night the
assembly approved the EAC appointments. Although most of the
appointments were, passed quite
easily, there were questions raised
about the Status of Women Committee being headed by two men.
Both men were picked for the job,
because they were the most qualified applicants. However, several
opinions by members of the assembly were opposed to having the two
nnaitlnna tWoA hv hn man Tf ma a
felt that since the name of the
committee suggested gender, as
did its function, that a woman
should fill at least one of the seats.
The other main point that was
brought up was, could two men
adequately represent women? As a
result of these and other questions,
it was suggested and approved by
the assembly to fill the two openings by one .male, and one female
representative, in the future. Because the two male applicants were
already judged to be the most
qualified for the positions this year.
they were approved to serve next
year's term. If you would like
further details on the assembly's
discussion on this issue, or. would
like to voice your own opinion.
contact your SGA representative,
or come to next Monday's meeting.
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By PETER HAVHOLM
The research for my announced
topic this week
evaluations of
one or two specific personal com-
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its shoulders the heaviest bur-- ,
den of the "struggle for peace" and
ultimately for the abolition of exploitation itself. Here is "socialism
as it has actually emerged in the
world": certainly blemished and
imperfect
but nonetheless a powerful and progressive political
force, the "natural ally of the
oppressed."
To launch such an offensive, the
revolutionary forces have had to
openly confront the line of Mao
g
and everything hie represented
and in particular what
has come to be called his "capitalist restoration thesis," his summation that the "rise to power of
revisionism is the rise to power of
the bourgeoisie" and that the Soviet Union today is thoroughly, capitalist. This, they claim, is a theory
that stands completely in opposition to reality, based on a complete
distortion of any facts of Soviet
society and on a profound idealist
revision of Marxism. It is the
fantasies of Utopians and dreamers,
fueled from underneath by the narrowest of nationalisms and implicit

can

Tse-tun-

anti-communis-

m.

World events, including the fact

that unprecedented revolutionary
opportunities are shaping up in a

historic conjunction, have given
new context to the great polemics
that raged in the 1960s. There is
urgency
to
more
even
the questions. Two sharp and bitterly opposed poles present themselves: The line of the Soviet social
imperialists and the revolutionary

line associated

Marxist-Lenini- st
with-Ma- o

sharply representing
the two opposing summations of the
nature of the Soviet system, and
with that sharply opposed summations of the world situation and of
the very nature of revolution, of
socialism and the transition to communism.
Comment
This seems to me to be a somewhat sophomoric version of a kind
of polemic

which-"scientifi-

Marx-

c

ists" have indulged in endlessly
through the last hundred years.

has the true vision? Who
really understands the revolutionary situation and the revolutionary
opportunities at present?
' The rhetorical structure of this
statement makes dangerously clear
the burden of the Soviet criticism
of the Maoist position. The Maoist
position remains vague as Mao
himself was vague when speaking
of anything but China. All that is
clear is the sad fact that so many
innocent heroes of new world revolutionary movement have been
drawn into the Soviet embrace, the
imperi. embrace of
alism. Such a lament is about all
that is offered in this paper. '
Frank Miller
Political Science
Who

state-capitali-

st

Evaluation
Continued from Page 1

the independent study program and
the accompanying generous leave
program- strengthen the quality of
academic life here. The report said
that the "inclusion of
language" in all of the major
campus publications was "emblematic of Wooster's thoughtfulness
about itself."
According to the report, "In the
final analysis, institutional quality,
rests on people. The review team
uniformly was impressed by the
quality of the commitment of trustees, administrators, faculty and
students."
President Copeland recognises
the specific concerns as valid areas
of improvement, but is "very
pleased" that they are not detrimental to the quality of education
here.
"These reports are to recognise
colleges with serious problems or
perhaps those having serious problems in one area. It's not to pass
out As, Bs, and C's. but to pass out
NCs. However, Wooster is not even
in the ball game," President Cope-lan- d
said.
The evaluation team consisted of
Dr. Addison Ault, Professor of
Chemistry, Cornell College, Iowa,
Dr. Martha Jane Cauvel, Professor
of Philosophy, Colorado College,
Colorado, Dr. Julius E. Erlenbach,
Dean, College of Fine Arts, Drake
University, Iowa, and Chairperson,
Dr. George A. Drake. President,
Grinnell College, Iowa.

The evaluation procedures include gathering syllabi, talking to
students, faculty, and administration and observing the campus,
according to President Copeland.
Wooster-receivenotification of
accreditation this week;
d

Arizona'

Other States
CaB

1-449-

1

,
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Woosterites. Oberliners and locals turned out in rather large numbers to picket for President Ronald
Reagan, who spent several hours In Ashland, this last Monday. Photograph by Cornelius FarreU. , , - '

Peacemakers Protest Nuclear Arms
BY PHIL UNDERCUFFLER
The sound of a J guitar being
g
picked in an.
fashion
easy-goin-

floats through the still night air as
the tired protesters make ready to
go to bed.
A photographer from the Daily
Record busily snaps pictures of two1
vigil keepers as they sit .cross- -

legged on the grass' in front of their learn what hunger feels like."
Reagan traveled to Ashland for a
flame. Another person is busy explaining the hidden symbolism of banquet and reception in honor ox
--

the MX missile that shadows the the late Representative John IX.
area, made entirely of garbage.
Ashbrook. who died last year after
The 10 to 15 people who are representing the area for 21 years.
of
gathered on the lawn
Why' do students take time from
La wry. Center: at. The College, of their hectic study- - schedules for a
Wooster-arprotesting the nuclear protest that will CM the entire
build-u- p
and advocating a nuclear weekend? Senior John Washam
freeze by holding a fast, vigil, and aid, "I had trouble with that-A- t
trip to Ashland to protest to Presi- first. I was really up for it (the
dent Ronald Reagan as he passes mMl nM t lltMiifkt Willi
through the town over the weekend. However, I realised that everybody '
The Wooster students and towns- needs a chance to live free from
people dedicated the weekend to fear. I think children today feel
the "elimination of nuclear weap- fear."
ons." and Jield the fast, vigil and
Washam felt the entire weekend
demonstration in order to express wasva victory.' "We had signs,
their beliefs that the arms race people honking; we also had some
"endangers our past, present and Jeers as well. It's to be expected.
future," according to literature dis- There wasn't as much dialogue as I
tributed by the students.
law UUICU H WlUt MM UlUJIIUf
The protesters are planning the however.
43 hour fast to underline the fact
"I was amazed at the rally. Not
that nations today spend as much only were people protesting arms,
money on arms every two weeks as but Jobs and other issues as welL I'
it takes to feed, educate, and 'shel- was amazed by the amount of;
ter everyone in the world for one college participants and older peoyear, according to the pamphlets.
ple. There were also some opposing
Senior Jean Peacock is fasting to viewpoints, which were expected,",
"empathize with the hungry, to he continued.
'".?
: vin-fron-
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Labor History Week
May IS. Friday LC Pit
The Inheritance
Classic history of the American labor movement,

tOmin.

.

'

-May 14, Saturday, LC Pit .
Fight Against Black Monday
Story of a Plant closing at Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company and
ownership. 27 min.
its attempted reopening under
worker-communi-

t p.m. Babcock

May It, Monday,
The Inheritance
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1'ay IS, Wednesday, 8 p.m. Lean Lecture Room
Tjb Life and Time of Rosie the Riveter
A documentary about experiences of women workers during World
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Center
Sponsored by SAB, this exhibition
k
is the first of what may become a
regular, annual event. Comprised
of approximately 40 works from
1
about half as many artists, this
show is interesting though probably
not a fair representation of Woos-ter- 's
pool of artistic talent The fact
"Dunn's Toyland," Anonymous artist,
that there has not previously been
an established annual facultystudent art show and that senior art culmination of her project, Rachel
majors have been busy organizing has presented this exhibition of
their own shows this quarter may antique toys and other related obexplain the disappointingly small jects. In defense of her having
number of entries. Encompassing a chosen toys as the subject for her
variety of media from photography I.S., Rachel states, "toys are a real
they are an important part
and oils, to found object and sculp- topic
used both traditionally and of American life." Rachel's probture
in unique combinations, this show lem of not being able to find many
regardless of its size is both inter- primary sources on her topic was
partially solved by presenting such
esting and diverse.
Rachel Porter, "Toys: A Reflec- an exhibit According to Rachel,
tion of American Culture" May li- the toys themselves are her primary source. From teddy bears to
Lower Gallery
lt Art Museum,
Rachel Porter, presently a junior folk and political toys, the exhibiat The College of Wooster, chose to tion covers a great variety of
research antique toys and their antique toys which similarly prorelationship to changes in Ameri- vide various commentaries as to
can culture for her senior LS. in the historical change in American
the history department. As the culture.

Saint's Jazz Corner
I'm really digging low ths time. I
didn't feel like writing last Tuesday
with a tape
so I walked around
'
recorder and asked people what
they thought about jazz. Here are
the results:
What do you tnmk about jaxsT
Larry Ford: It's not bad.
Me: Anything else?
LF: Uh no.
Jane Shetland (?): I think it is

great

Me: Do you like anything specific
about jazz?
JS: Pat Metheny and George
Benson.

.

Evan Metzner: I like jazz and it's
great and I wish they'd play more
of it on the radio.
Rob Golden: I think jazz is pretty
bad. It sucks.
Me: Any reason why?
RG: It doesn't really have much
to it It's just kinda noise. I dunno.
It just sucks.
Brent Baker: I like fusion.

Me: Why?
BB: It's more up to date.
Tony Love: Some of it's pretty
good. Some of it's ... I can't really
get into
Tom Ward: I enjoy jazz. Sometimes it's a little outrageous. I

it

enjoy free jazz. My friend's got a
radio show ... I listen to him a little
bit I am not that knowledgeable
about jazz, though.
Russ White: I'm not totally familiar with a lot of different kinds
of music, but as a theater major I
think I recognize that it is a valuable force in improvisation. I enjoy
listening to it because of the freedom I think that's expressed inside.
Janet Schellhasse: I love jazz.
My boyfriend's a jazz musician. Jane Claspy: I love jazz. I wish
they would have more jazz on
campus Ieabod's or someplace.
Andrew Boychuk: Technically,
it's a very difficult form of music
to master.
It's probably not as commercial
in the United States as say rock 'n
roll or country right now. I think
it's very enjoyable to listen to.
Mark Dowley: I like it a lot It's
very (relaxing?) music.
Me: Who do yon listen to? ,
MD: Spiro Gyra, Oscar Peterson,
Bob James.
Liz Da vies: I love it Why?
Me: Just curious.
Thank you, students of Wooster.
This is Bfll St John.
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BY ROBERT SULLIVAN
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dale
Moore, with the combined effort of
the College of Wooster Concert
Choir and the Chorus wfll present
Guiseppe Verdi's Requiem. One of
the great masterpieces of Western
music, this win be performed in
McGaw Chapel at 8:15 p.m. Saturday, May 14, 1883.

metal parts

1

College of Wootter Student and
Faculty Art Show May 9 Lowry

Orchestra,
Chorus, Choir
To Perform
Requiem
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John Seabury
The Requiem Mass, first perfor-men- d
"Hands Off," Charley Buchwald, wood
in Milan in 1874, was written
in commemoration of Alessandro
Manzoni. a writer Verdi admired.
Guiseppe Verdi, an Italian composer, was born on Oct 10, 1813 at La
Roncole and died in 1901 in Milan.
Writing skills and marketing young people, religious markets
The program wfll feature four'
techniques will be the focus of and self publishing and the small soloists including New York City
SeabuOpera
instruction at the seventh annual press.
Illinois Wesleyan University WritEvening programs wfll include ry, a member of the Class of 1968,
ers' Conference for experienced readings by Wsie of the leaders, a Soprano Stephanie Carter,
Gail Franklin and tenor
and beginning writers, July
discussion with editors, and an
Lawerence Dusenburg.
Continued on Page 12
The daily workshop leaders, or
instructors, win be Jack Matthews
in short story writing; Grace
Butcher, poetry: Michael Dorm an,
Joe L. Hensley, fiction:
AvL children and youth; and Penny
Anderson, making manuscripts salable.
The instructors win be joined by
Jean Karl of
Atheneum Press, New .York, who
will lead individual and small
group consultations; Kirk Polking,
director of the Writer's Digest Cor423 East
respondence School, Cincinnati,
who win lead sessions on magazine
262-334- 4
markets; and Robert Sutherland,
Illinois State University professor
thm has
Deal I Avmnuo
Located
and ed'
and publisher of two
off domestic and
carry
We
larg
a
Uteran magazines, who wfll speak
on small press markets.
exf
import
minimum
boors and wlnts as stato
'
. The conference will feature daily
Sty-.-.pricos.
r'
workshops on short story, children
poetry, fiction
and you,
11 pm
Thursday 11 crn
Monday
and making manuscripts salable.
There also wfll be marketing semi1 cm
11
Friday end
nars on subjects such as magazine
markets, picture books, fiction for

Writing Workshop
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Hart Sponsors
Talent Show
What do a belly dancer, barbershop quartet and flute duet have in
common? They are three of the 13
acts slated for the talent show to
benefit Every Woman's House on
Friday evening, May 13, at 7 p.m.
in If ackey HalL
by the
The show is

V

V

v K'

co-sponso- red

"

V

Westminster Church local concerns
committee and Hart House to aid
the agency which helps battered
women. Talent has been cultivated
from the church and college community. Peter Havholm, the 'College's public relations officer and a
member of Westminster, will be
the master of ceremonies.
The talent show sprang from the
Ifisaion Committee of the church.
An evaluation of the Committee
f
.V
took place last year. New priorities
and new missions were decided
upon. The group's chairman, Rossi
Brazee, explained that the church
congregation, "rated Every Woman's House highly as a mission
concern." Because Every Woman's
House is funded by the United Way,
the agency cannot sponsor fund
raisers, but an outside group
called the committee's effort a "top priority in 1983."
Every Woman's House is a volunteer-based
agency which provides
counseling and safe housing for
female victims of domestic vioThe box office Is open from 12 noon lence. Hart House is a group of
p.m. The extento 2, and from
women students who volunteer at
sion is 2241, off campus call
agency and organize programs
the
ext. 2241. Tickets are S3 for to create awareness
at the agency
students and senior citizens, and IS and organize programs to create
for adults. awareness on campus about battered women. Members of Hart
House look forward to the talent
show and as one person put it,
the
"appreciate thetnterest-tha- t
Westminster group has expressed."
Tickets are available for a 92
donation at Lowry Center front
desk and at the door.
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Here in a scene from Hamlet Scott
Paynter, left, : and Glen Becker
duel. Becker Is playing Hamlet In
the Theatre Department production
which starts next weekend. Tickets
are now available at the box office.
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Booksale
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App I icq t ions r''
aro now boing accepted
for oditor of tho 19C4 Indox
Please submit your application to the
Index via campus mall
Include In your explication:
Name
?
""'
:r
Home address v.
Class year at the college
History of past experience
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essay
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why you would like
the position and what - style you
.Intend to use
Crieff

A-
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off

;

Doallno for ell applications
r:
I Monday, May 16

Applications submitted after this deadline;
will not bo considered .
Any quewtlonsw Contact CM? Aliens, omtnsJotr 171

20.
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Over 5,000 books will be available
at low prices. The sale books have
been selected from duplicates, gift
books, . and withdrawn . volumes
which are not needed by the library. They represent over 30 subject categories including literature,
history, science, and religion. Paperbacks will cost 25 cents, hardbacks 50 cents, with some reference materials, sets and special
volumes priced slightly higher.
--
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Ohio Light Opera Company participants James Stuart and Dawn
;
Hesaka VYeomanof the Guard" last season. j .
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Light Opera Season;
Packed And Promising
'

Andrews library is sponsoring
its sixth booksale in the. series
generated by the Basement Backlog Project, which began in 1975.
The sale will be held on Level One
of the library from 9 to 9 on both
Thursday and Friday, May 19 and
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By STD HASTINGS
'Last year?' she' recalls, "we
The crowd quickly quiets as the didn't send out the brochures untH
overture finishes and the lights go May and Te didnt even have tie
down. ..They wait with hushed tickets until the beginning of
- breath as the players take their June."- ' '
places on the stage. Then the curThis year they not only have the
tain dramatically rises to open the .tickets in hand
they have sold
1983 season for the Ohio light more than 8,000 with more than two
Opera Company.
months- - until the curtain risss.
The scene now shifts backward Three of the Sunday matinees are
from June 21 opener and the broad sold out with the Wooster tan died
expanses of Freedlander Theatre to on four weekends.
the middle of April, 1983 and a
The troupe's 32 members, now
small office in the Alumni House, scattered around the country, are .
where the year -- round Unseen awaiting the arrival of their scores
"cast" of the OLOC is busy prepar- and tapes of the shows that wCl be
ing for another season of Gilbert done this summer. That way, they
and Sullivan.
can be rehearsed and ready to go
The early spring is one of the key when they get together en campus
' '' u
times for general manager Bonnie the first week of June.
.
Havholm, producer Frank Knorr
"Our productions are very much
n.
and box office manager Miml
a function of working with tie
Not only are they finalising college," says HavholmThe once
the selections for the summer cast is also handling scheduling the oi is
and orchestra and seeing that they and ends that make the show run
receive contracts, scores and tapes, housing, arranging- - for transportabut the troika also is kept busy with tion and putting together the prot the ticket sales. .
gram that is given to each of tl e
"We're going crazy selling tick- nearly 22,000 people who will attend
ets," Havholm says. smiling. the shows.
"Miml arrives at the office by 9:00
Providing those 22.CC9 plus wllh
in the morning and almost always tickets, is the major cha&e&ze presthere is a line waiting for tickets. ently facing the "unseen cast of
A major factor in the increased the OLOC, but with the growlzg
-

-

1

Lew-elle-

--

The Annual Biology Plant Sale
will be held Friday, May 13 at
Mateer Hall on the third floor. The
'sale will be from 10 a.m.-- 3 p.m. early ticket sales is the insert the
There will be lots of house .plants OLOC had in the March 24 Northavailable 1
.
ern Ohio lire magazine.

:

--

popularity of the Eht operas. If s a
challenge they don't dread.
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Wooster's Own Bakery:
Specializing In Home Baked Goodness
By ANGELA A. ADAMS
and THOMAS H. PETH
Few people realize that almost
all of the baked goods served at
Lowry and Kittredge are prepared
daily in the college's own bakery.
Operated by a staff of four and

several student assistants, the bakery fills work orders for both dining
halls. Mom's, the Wooster Inn,

the usual large scale equipment

associated with an institutional
kitchen. There are mixers with

bowls large enough to hold over 100
lbs. of ingredients, a gas fired
rotating oven, a bread slicer. a pie
crust maker, a bun divider and bun

slicer, a machine that creme-fiH- a
pastry, and a kettle cooker, to
mention the major appliances.
Hygeia and special functions from 6
"We can't make Just one cake,"
a.m.-- l p.m., six days a week.
states Wanda referring to the imHead baker of 21 years, Wanda mense size of the machines. ConsiZimmerman claims. "The work is der the size of the bread pans; each
not boring, there's something dif- holds three double size loaves and
ferent every day." However, each weighs approximately 23 lbs. "This
day begins early, often as early as is what gives us our muscles,"
5:30 a.m., so that the steamboz claims bakery employee Bessie

i

candlelight breakfast,was developed

over a period of three weeks.

Though the bakery staff enjoyed
learning to make croissants enough
to feed Wooster's dedicated breakfast goers (50 dozen to be exact),

added Wanda; "we hope they don't
want them all the time!"
As a separate division within food
service, the bakery staff works
steadily rather than in "rushes" as
do the cooks in the kitchen. Though
Wanda, Joann, Bessie and Matt,
the core of the bake shop staff, try
to limit themselves to a
week they sometimes stay late to.
finish up orders.
"We aU ean do everything."
claims Wanda, in reference to the
various chores that work in the
bakery entails, though each has his
or her specialty: Bessie's domain is
the steam box, Joann, bread slicing.
Matt weighs the ingredients and
Wanda
and fills in
40-ho-

both-overse-

(
V---r,

ay
7

yMTT

I

ly invites interested persons to
"drop in and see. us anytime"
(appointments can be arranged
through Howard Baber). In addition to working a
week,
Joann and Wanda teach a very
popular breadbaking short course
on Tuesday nights each quarter.
Located adjacent to the bookstore
and post office, the bakery is responsible for the tantalizing aromas that frequently waft through
j Lowry. If you still don't believe
that such an entity as the bake
shop exists go ask Wanda Zimmerman what shell be doing tomorrow
morning. Her response may be
something like this: "... 12 dozen
loaves of white, 20 dozen of wheat,
68 and one half dozen dinner rolls,
39 dozen hamburger rolls, 14 and
one half dozen meltaway rolls, 121
dozen fruit bars..."

f

'

(where bread is proofed or allowed
to rise) and ovens can be preheated.
Next, a computerized schedule is
consulted to determine the day's
work. The computer, now in its
third year of bakery-relate- d
use,
coordinates all the baked goods
needed by the campus each day
and provides an itemized read-ou- t

including recipes adjusted to the
amount of ingredients needed, a
careful record of costs and cancellations as well as weekly Inventory
reports..
Wanda always checks the computer's recommendations with her
own judgment especially regrading
inventory; "it comes pretty close to
what I'U be needing." she adds.
Wooster's bakery alone deals with
four different supply distributers,
as well as one exclusively for yeast
and another for eggs.
Originally located in the base-

'.I

)

'

i

r 'i
X
J

Photographs by Tom Peth.

I

other than the basic ingredients,
clients, Wanda assures that as far
as baked goods go, the College

"buys very little." Everything

from bread, rolls and biscuits to
cakes, icing, cookies, pie crusts,
even pie fillings and granola are
made by the college's bakery from
scratch and without preservatives.
"I understand that even some of
the stores in town buy their icing in
buckets, already made," Wanda
mentioned as an aside.
Most of the bakery's recipes have

been used since before Wanda
came to work for the College, but
that does not stifle the bakery
staffs eagerness to try neW recipes. Most recently, a German chocolate cake and a carrot cake have
been incorporated into the meal cycle, replacing the less popular
peach pie and cobbler.
When new recipes are tested, the
process is one of trial and error.
ment of Bibcock, the bake shop has "Everyone is in on the taste testchanged a great deal since its
ing," claims Wanda, referring to
in Lowry Center.Several of the bake shop staff, food sevice
the jobs that used to be done by employees and director, Howard
hand are now done with the assist- Raber, and anyone else who hapance of machines. The bakery uses pens to be in the vicinity when the
Bentx, in reference to the job of test batch comes out of the oven.
loading and unloading these pans The recipe for the croissants, which
from the oven. were featured for last Friday's
elo-cati-

lJj

II

40-ho- ur

"

'
.

t
V

needed.

The bake shop staff really seems
to enjoy their work. Wanda cheeri-

,7

tin

ur

I.

es

where she's

J
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"it is a time consuming process,"
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At the University of
(CPS)
Mexico, the boom is off Black

tudies courses.
Enrollment is down, and "if we
ret three or four whtie students in
class, that's a lot," says Dr.
rortex
Williams, acting director of
JNM's Black Studies program.
But over at the university s Wom
an's Studies Department., things
wouldn't be better.
"We've had a 51 percent increase
a enrollments, in the last year
fre've really grown," exults Helen
Bannan, acting head of the
"We're seeing increased
similar to what we had 12
years ago.
I So it's going around the country,
age of retrenchment, the
two most important new disciplines
emerge from the sometimes-wil- d
curricular experiments of a decade
!to
ago
Black Studies and Women's
are experiencing comStudies
pletely different fates.
As Black Studies struggle and
even nearly die out on some campuses. Women's Studies programs
are enjoying unprecedented popularity on the nation's campuses.
Administrators and faculty members attribute the two programs'
they're often mentioned
fates
together, as in "women and minors
ties" to a wide variety of forces,
from campus politics to
academic strategies to outright
racism.
All told, American colleges are
offering about 20,000 Women's
Studies classes this school year,
compared to Just 17 in 1969.
But little more than half the
Black Studies programs around In
pro-War- n.
en-jrollm- ents

jln-thi-

s

ill-advi-

sed

--

according
are alive in 1982-8to Howard University Prof. Mary
Berry's recent study for the Urban
League
Berry, found 325 Black Studies
programs, compared to about 600
in 1973.
In 1976, 396 students got bachelors degrees in Black Studies. Only
182 got them in 1981, according to
the National Center for Education
Statistics.
By contrast, over 100 new Women's Studies programs have begun
since 1980, says Dr. Virginia Cyrus
of the National Women's Studies
1973

3,

183

Pr--ft

ty wue if cm WMNS n&mm tm wrgot
is aw imr mtmcf max uswo if

UNM Black Studies Suffers,
While Women's Studies' Thrives
Mew

13,

out them, we'd be gone."
As it is, his department lost a
third of its faculty.
"Current economic factors have
put a damper on Black Studies,",
says Dr. Joseph Russell, head of
the National Council for Black
Studies. "Black Studies is taking its
lumps along, with the rest of education, but the expectation is that it
will hold its own." But there may be other factors in
the discipline's difficulties. At New
UMexico, for example, a former
Black Studies director insisted in
the name of autonomy that his
Association.
courses not be
"It seems," Cyrus says, "that we department's
"cross-listed- "
with related courses
are surviving."
"Many colleges that list Black in sociology, political science or
Studies have pulled them together other disciplines in the course cato placate the students and com- talog.
"We lost students who might
munities," observes Robert Johnson, a Black Studies professor at have considered a Black Studies
Washington University in St. Louis. class in their major," Williams
"Many of those programs aren't, says.
insistence
really viable," he says. "Now. - The
some schools find it" politically ex- on academic independence is still
pedient to eliminate those pro- strong among administrators, Rusgrams, for which they had very sell says, but his group has advised
little commitment in the first departments to include their
"courses as options for, required
place."
"The situation with the adminis- liberal arts classes."
Women's Studies, by contrast,
tration is one of benign negelct,"
says Darrell Millner, head of Port- have long opted to integrate
land State's Black Studies Depart- courses into other areas of study.
ment. "If we are able to build a
"I worked in the early years of.
strong program, they aren't going Women's Studies, documenting varto try and stop us, but they aren't ious proposals for departments,"
says Florence Howe, now editor of
going to be very helpful, either."
Portland State's program was Women's Access Quarterly.
was a plan written into
nearly killed in a budget crunch
last year, Millner says. "Strong every women's program that was
,
community support and student issued." .
.
But there is an emerging debate'
support kept us from' being target- over making the programs more
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"Main-streami-

ng

"Integrating is a good thing, but
I would much rather have my own
faculty to work with," says Prof.
Arlene Avakian of the University of

Massachusetts, which this term

had to turn away registrants after,
cutting off one class at' 250 students.

"Mainstreaming"

arguments

don't move Russell too far, however.- "The cultural differences are
Continued on Page 13

I
For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)
CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:
.

nuclear engineering
business' management
aviation law

MEDICINE INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Send your resume or call
Navy Officer Programs Manager
Interport Plaza III
'
"
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park, Ohio 44142.
'

Can collect (216)

cu fboa

ed for complete elimination. With-

The Scores for last week's College
matches were as follows:

The Beta Heathens 245
Slater Two 130

Kent State Univ. 155
Simple Minds 130

69ers235

Norwayne High School 65

Vultures
Luke

135

Laughing Sam's" Dice 195

676-049-

0

We also offer

The Minorities 30
The Underdogs 135

TUESDAY
95

The Cork Heads 110
Unattractive Men 140

160

Slater One 195

Youngstown 10

2C0-2S--

a large line of

C0

9

0
SOFT CONTACTS

v

'

333 E. USSTTY ST.. WOOSTSI
FCSS PAEXINO AVAILACU

KMI-HAC-

CZ

--

'

Ohio Wesleyan 65

POLYCOM

ALoa asA

"'

--

Youngstown Univ. 125
Phoenix 140 "

SapietU

'

Northwestern High School 45
Student Activities Board 30
Slater One 60
Pyrrhic Loss 115

the DJs 55

Generic

7

THURSDAY

;

Pinky

.

.

Elucidators 250

1 20

PEER Y OPTICAL
c
75
3T3

-Bowl

WEDNESDAY

WANT CONTACTS FROM

STANDARD
HARD

-y-

MONDAY

independent.

-

The

Z2

'$Jt

sunglasses.

PRICE INCLUDES ALL FITTINGS, ALL CHECK-UP- S
FOR. A YEAR. CARRY CASE, AND CARE KIT. ASK
ABOUT OUR "FREE" TRIAL PERIOD.
EXAMINATIONS AVAILABLE BY DR. JOHN CASSELU
GLAUCOMA TEST INCLUDED.
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Workshop

College Cuts Inevitable
ft

Continued from Page 5
services
have also been axed at
many schools.
And to raise more money, colleges have been raising tuition and
fees, sometimes by as much as
twice the Inflation rate.

1 (iCanPperfclx Bestsellers)
O

1. The Thorn Birds, by Coteen Mc Cullough. (Avon, $3.95.)
Historical Australian family saga.

A

2. War and Remembrance, by Herman Wouk. (Pocket $5.95.)
Continuing the story began in The Winds of War.

q

JA
"

2O

O
Q
O

Q
O

o
O
O

J

The Winds of War. by Herman Wouk. (Pocket. $4.95.)
One family's struggle to survive during World War II.
5. Garfield Eats his Heart Out, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine.
$4.95.) More humor with America's favorite cartoon cat
6. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam. $3.95.) The
nature of evil seen through the lives of two doomed lovers,
7. Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant, by Ann Tyler. (Berkley.
$3.50.) Three children caught in the their parent's past.

-

-

O
O
Q
O

q
Q
oa

-

--

When Bad Things Happen to Good People, by Harold
Kushner. (Avon, $3.50.) Comforting thoughts. from a rabbi.
- - 9l Love, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett. $3.50.) Inspiration
from a Southern California professor.
10. Living, Loving and Learning, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett
$5.95.) Toughts from the acclaimed California professor.
.

.
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O
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New Q Recommended
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A
O
O
A
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f

One Tree: The second chronicles of Thomas Covenant
Book IL by Stephen R. Donaldson. (Ballantine, $3.50.)
sequel to The Wounded Land.
Treating and Overcoming Anorexia Nervosa.
by Steven Levenkron. (Warner. $3.50.) A psycho-therapi- st
and recognized expert on anorexia nervosa, reveals a new,
proven therapy for this serious disease.
Physics as Metaphor,, by Roger S. Jones. (Meridian, $7.50.)
A
exploration of the human side of science...
in the tradition of Zen and the Art of Motorcycle MajfTfenancatr

OThe

O
O

:

Long-await-

ed

-
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o
O
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O
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taxes."
"State funding cuts are probably
bitting higher education harder
now than ever," adds Nancy Verde

of the Education Commission of the

a

mind-expandi- ng

Observers say that, even in light
indicators
over the last six months, American
higher education is in for more of
the same in the near future.
"Even with a good year, we'll
still probably have about the same
amount of unemployment." pre
dicts Illinois State's M.M. Chambers, who tracks state funding of
higher education across the coun
try.
"We've simply reached a stage
where we have to raise taxes to
increase state revenues," he says.
'If state services are going to be
maintained
education included
states have to collect more in
of improved economic

0

X The ParsHal Mosaic, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam. $4.50.)
Spies and counterspies race to prevent World War III.

Oft.
A

O

O
Q
Q

o

States (ECS), based in Denver.
"We've had budget cuts exceed
ing $75 million over the last five
years,"' reports Charles Davis,
spokesman for the
Cali
fornia State University system.
And for 1883-8"our system is in
for Increased cuts and a marked
increase in student fees" in order
to cope with the state's projected $3
billion deficit, Davis says.
The woes are national. Verde of
the ECS says the Pacific and Great
18-camp-

us

4,

Lakes states are suffering the

Ohio and Oregon:
colleges can also look forward to

".SSraost-Missou-ri,

budget freezes or cuts for 1883-8West Virginia and Alabama are
slashing higher education funding
by 10 percent. Arkansas, Kentucky
and Louisiana are imposing five
percent cutbacks on their colleges
and universities.
Michigan, colleges were saved
from . much larger cuts for next
year when, voters last month ap-4.

proved a four-yea-r,
13.6 billion tax
increase.
Now they'll lose "only" $23 million from this year's funding levels.
"That's almost a relief to us,
though." says Bill Lobenherz of
Wayne State University in Detroit
Educators and students in California, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Illinois, among other states, have also
been campaigning actively for tax
increases to help them avoid more
cuts next year.
The reason is that "any signs of
economic recovery just haven't
percolated down to the state level
yet," says Phillip Sirotkin, head of
the Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education, a coalition of
13 state education systems.
"It's a pretty risky thing to
county on an economic recovery to
work the magic," Chambers
agrees. "Tax increases are much
more certain."
Chambers says 25 states raised
taxes in 1882, and "the matter is on
the agenda of many state legislatures" for 1883.
"A lot of states have had to pass
tax increases this year just to stay
where they are, and where they are
isn't too great," observes the
NCSL's Kirkland.
Sirotkin figures the tax increases
will continue until states can somehow learn to live with the Reagan
administration's changes.
-

"The Reagan administration's

cuts in federal taxes and decreases
in funding to the states have simply
resulted in higher state taxes," he
says.
Obviously economic recovery will
help, ease .the burdea but there,
may be a limit, Kirkland says.
"Even if the economy starts to
improve on the state level, some
industries
lumber, steel and
may never go back
automakers
to the way they were," he says.
in Michigan, the auto industry's
home, the tax hike "is just a
chance for us to hold steady for a
change." Lobenherz says. "It's a
long, long way from a windfall."

MOM

2600 Cleveland Rd.

x wot

Continued from Page 8
awards banquet :
Two new features of the conference will be an Illinois - Writers'
Fair on Aug.' 4 and the publication
of a poetry chapbook.
A single registration fee (1100 for
the conference only) will entitle a
person to take part in all of the
workshops, seminars and other programs. Room and board on campus
will be available at a reasonable

rate.
For additional fees, participants

may submit manuscripts for each

workshop. The deadline for manu-

scripts is June 24. Each person
submitting a manuscript will receive a personal evaluation consultation with the instructor and an
evaluation by a writing consultant
from the conference staff.
Detailed information about the
conference may be obtained by
contacting Sue Navratil, Illinois
Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
--

81701.

Congress
Considers
Rejecting
College Cuts
(CPS)

Congress is poised to

reject President Reagan's federal
college budget plan for the second
consecutive year, if recent congressional votes hold.
The House of Representatives

has voted to approve a higher
education budget that totals $650
--

-

-

million more than President Rea
gan asked for in his budget submitted in February.
now goes to the
.. The measure
Senate, where it will compete with
two other funding bills.
.
One bill would freeze ' college
funding for 1883-8- 4
at this year's
levels. The other, sponsored by
--

ftOOOOOOOLj-JOOOOOOO-

Sen.

Ernest Hollings

(D-SC-

DELIVERY!
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-
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any largo pizza
with studont I.D.

$2.00 off

1
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.
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J3 Typewriter

Service
terten, OM

would

-

Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri. - Sat. 5:00 PM -- 12:30 PM

ifje) Company
1117 Boitvw momd. S.W.

),

amount to an estimated 8800 million increase over 188344 levels,
according to Kathy Ozer, legislative director of the U.S. Student
Association in Washington, D.C
None of the bills eliminates the
National Direct Student Loan, Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant or State Student Incentive
Grant programs, as the president
had wanted Congress to do.
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People FaUove
With Their Computers
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Black Studies,
Women's Studies
AtUNM
Continued from

Pace 11

for Black Studies to be
incorporated into the standard curriculum,"' he maintains.
But isolation apparently has its
risks, too. Departments have had a
hard time convincing students to
cross over to sign up for. their
classes.'
"There's an increased interest
among, students in courses of study
that will. make them successful."
Washington's Johnson, says. "Students fail to realise that it's not
too-broa-

d
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Next week: The Grind Opening
oi WooeterNet Explained
COMPUTES SEMINARS 'INSTRUCTORS AND LOCATIONS
Location
Seminar Name
Instructor
DateTime
CompCtr If ay 18, 1883
Introduction
Mike
7 p.m.
To WoosterNet
CUsrm
Rabin

Continued from Page
When you find a computer you
want to live with forever, you have
made the right choice. Even if the

it

.

Zimmerman

Intro to
VAX PASCAL

If ay 17. IMS
.
7 p.m.

CompCtr
Clssrm

E.C.

Introduction
to the VAX

.

Comp Ctr
' Clssrm

Chester
Andrews

.

7

p.m.

Comp Ctr May 23, 1983
7 p.m.
- Clssrm- The computer center classroom U located on level one in
Andrews library in the Academic Computer Center. Everyone
interested in any or all seminars is invited to attend, . These

Intro to

Virginia

Pett

VAX FORTRAN

seminars and others win be offered this summer and again next
:
;
V;'-;if you are planning to attend the seminars, please notify the
Computer Center by Monday, May 16, 1983, 5 p.m. , .,

--

-

.

-

ever."
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simply course content that will get
them a Job."
Independence also makes Black
Studies an easier budget target.
While Black Studies programs have
been abolished or cut back with
alarming frequency, only five
Women's Studies programs were
threatened last year. Howe reports.
All were rescued, she adds.
Johnson thinks there may be an
element of racism in the relative
failure of Black Studies programs
the funding wars.
in
"The reasons behind the decline
are legitimate in view of economic
conditions," he says, but "the economic situation is being used by
some administrators to exercise
their racism."- . "Students should know that, a
poor economy increases racism,
he adds"and that means Black
Studies is more important than
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Sports

ID

Laxm en Rack Up
Best Ever Season
By SPENCE NEWTON AND DAVE

BERRIEN

Saturday, the men'i lacrosse

team beat Colorado College soundly
by a score of
This year's team finished up with
its best season ever, ending with a
12-- 4 record which placed
the 15th ia
division three college lacrosse. This
moved them up from 60th place
last year. Wooster was
for a bid in the national
tournament until the loss to Ohio
Wesleyan. The strong defense led
18-1-1.

--

in-conten- tion

by

All-Americ-

goalie Kevin Bal- -

an

1

kam and a quick offense helmed by
midfielder Tommy Hebble combined to build a powerful team.
This year's squad broke many of
the previous records set in the past.
A great deal of credit belongs to
.coach Art Maragni and assistant
coach Tom Johnson. Coach Maran-g- i
built the lacrosse program here
at Wooster and the school has seen
It develop into a solid midwest
contender. Much congratulations
should be given to coach Marangi
and his team. Good Lack next
"
year!
:; t
--

.

.-

':--- -,

19-1-

ce

early.
In the first game of the Kenyon

doubleheader, Scot starter Drew
Reynolds, now
fanned eight
Kenyon batters while walking only
three. The offense was provided by
freshman Bobby Tribbey who went
with 2 RBI, as well as Steve
Fodor, Dave Kajanich, Jeff Cox,
and Jim Breslin, all of whom tallied two hits apiece.
In game two, Dave Hadzinsky
pitched five perfect innings before
yielding three hits in the Scots 10--

ft
Members of the Wooster and Colorado College lacrosse teams ma for the ball Saturday in what was the
last game of the season. Wooster took the game,
Photograph by Cheryl Lower. 16-1- 1.

Continued from Page 1

The match was not as close
as the three set score indicates.
The Scots duo won the first and
third sets decisively.
In the semifinals, they beat the
team from Denison
7,

since a spring injury, went
with four RBL Senior John Wachtel
had three hits in four plate appearances and Steve. Czwalga addedja
home run and a triple-.-; : Tuesday's 13-- 7 vie torrover' Baldwin-was one of the biggest
of the year for the Scots. The Scots
erased BW's four first inning runs
by scoring nine of their own as the
S-fo- r-3

6--1.

6-- 2,

6--4.

:

,-

"We pUyed very wen," Savitt
said about the match. "It was
probably our best match of the
year. We should have pot it away
in straight sets. The doubles match
was very important because it gave
me confidence going into the singles finals."

V

Y

Several other players played

well, but could not advance to the
finals. First was Sherwood Newell
g
6
who lost a
heart-breakin-

7-- 5,'

5--7,

7--

in the tiebreaker) match to
the number one seeded player from
Denison. In the third set Newell
fought from a 5 deficit to tie the
match at 6 all and force the tiebreaker.
T'
Others who advanced to the semifinals before losing were Morlidge
jVhBhei assBtfmhek
and Hetrick in singles and the 2nd
and 3rd doubles teams.
Junior
The overall tournament was won
This week, Savitt and Morlidge
by Denison for the 5th straight
year. They finished with 29 team are in Albany competing in the
points. Wesleyan finished second division HI National championship.
with 28 and the Scots finished with Savitt is competing in singles and
26.
the duo will be playing doubles.

Wallace

(7-- 5

2--

first eight men they sent to the

yV S

plate ultimately scored. After

jumping to a M first inning lead,
the Scots never looked back. Starter Rob Hatfield gave way to Dave
Hadzinsky in the second after suffering from some arm problems
and Hadzinsky performed admirably, pitching seven and a third
innings and only allowing three
earned runs.
The Scots' season comes to a
close this weekend as Wooster travvictory. Hadzinsky upped his els to Capital for a single game on
record to 1 behind four strikeouts Friday and will be hosted by Mount
and no walks. Freshman Russ Mill- Union for a Saturday doubleheader.
er, in the line-u-p for the first time
7-- 1,

1

Wooster Netmen

Scot Baseball Wins
Big OAC Games
The Fighting Scots baseball team
upped their season record to 6
as they swept a doubleheader with
Kenyon last Saturday and shelled
Baldwin-Wallathis past Tuesday.
These three important OAC northern division victories were sparked
by the Scots' rejuvenated offense
which put the games out of reach

T

--

3-for- -4

1

3--

Bob

Savtt.

Sophomof

Beverages;
NOW AVAILABLE
Indexes from past years.

and 1981 Wooster
annuals for $10 ea.
Available at the Index
office in Lowry daily
from 1:00 to 5:00,
evenings after
.7:00.

1980

Your Late Night Party Store
Opened Past Midnight '
Located en the square
In Smlthvllle

Hours:

YJ

Mon.-Thur- s.

Fri.

&

Sat.

9:30-12:3-

669-26- 41

"AColUgo of Woostmr
Graduation Tradition
for ovor 25 Yman"

0

0

Make your

Graduation Day
Dinner Reservations
before June 12, 1983

r

10:30-12:3-

Large selection of imported
and domestic beer.
Champagnes.
Spurn antes.
Chips and all your party,

31

--

needs.

0

THS WOOSTER VOICS. FRIDAY. If AV

13.

Drew Reynolds
Outstanding
In Conference

Scot Golf Shoots

For National Rank

'

(

BY BOB ULEJCH
The College of Wootter golf team ISO NCAA . DIVISION m ALXr
did not fare well in. the Ohio Alf ERICA GOLF SELECTIONS

Athletic Conference tournament First Team:
last weekend. The team was given Cliff Smith. CaL

State-Stanisla-

r

ry4

us

another chance, however, to prove Tom' Dee, Ramapo
themselves by getting a bid to the Barry Evans, Ramapo
John Lavin, Methodist
NCAA Division. Ill Championships
at Wooster Country Club next Jeff Thomas. Ramapo
week. The Scots finished fifth in the BUI Stebelton, Capital
OAC with a team total of 1JS8.
Capital finished first, followed by Second Team:
Denison, Ohio Wesleyaa and Wit- Ed PodufaL Allegheny
tenberg. The linksters were led by Brad Kropp, Ohio Wesleyan
a great individual performance by Mike Hartman, Methodist
sophomore Scott Nye. He played Dean Kain, CaL
well enough to finish second over- - Tom Lynch. DePauw
T1
AffM ti a In tr nainsul A Tt A m a4. Kent Wagoner. Luther
"-

-'-''

-

us

Um, Umm
tin n
repeat
step,
to
takenanother
.that Third Team
W

tm

Drew Reynolds, a Junior, received special note this week in the
Ohio Athletic Conference. On the
Wooster baseball team. Reynolds is
known as a skilled lefthanded pitcher. He is from Chicago, HL He had
an excellent day in his appearance
of the week last week against
Oberlin. Pitching seven innings,
Reynolds struck out It batters,
gave up Just four hits, and no runs.
Wooster gained a nine to two win
after nine frames.
.

z-- ,

State-Stanisla-

r:3T

m

record.
The Scots received a bid to the
NCAA tournament along with three
other OAC teams; Wittenberg, Capital and Ohio Wesleyan. Since the
bids eame oat before the OAC
Tournameitta--surpris- eteam Jhat
did not make the tournament was
Denison who finished second in the
OAC's,

The Scots have an excellent
chance to make a run at the
National title since they are playing-on
their home course. The
competition will be tough as all the
best teams win be competing and
students are welcome to come out
and support the Scots as they
attempt to win their second title.
The tournament will, be held May
J7-2- 0
at the Wooster Country Club.

"v W. - V
.
Dave Hagstrom. Allegheny.
Tom Ringer, CaL
Tom Atchison. Wittenberg
Bin Thomas, Denison
Jason Perdue, Roanoke
Jeff Nichols, Greensboro
State-Stanisla-

Honorable-Mentions-

--

:.f:-:

.

us

--

-

Mickey Sokalskl. Methodist - - :Tr?
Bruce Nakamura. CaL San Diego '
John BermeL Central
SCOTT NYE. WOOSTER
Shani Vaturi. Denison
Dave Parness. Babson
Matt Clarke, Allegheny
Brian Hamric, Methodist
Ron Peterson. Central
Andy McMurry, Greensboro
Terry Valentine. Ohio Wesleyan
Paul Domingues. CaL San Diego
Bernie Garrupoo, Greensboro -

.

Itis as easy as renting a Ryder track, bnsxTcy.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

IfyouYel8orolderandhaveavaliddrrver'slice3iseyoucan
Load, up. your,
use a Ryder truck,
You'll
have room, no
still
everything.
clothes;
stereo.
doubt. for one or two friends with their things to share the cost. .
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a; bus.
.
Phis shipping.
most dependa- Rent a newer truck from the
world-Ryd- ec
money
can rent
truck
best
The
ble fleet in the
leave-it-ther- e.

rent-it-her-e,

10-spee-

d.

r

:

best-maintaine-
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me coil ege magazine
ofl iterature and
-

tire
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college i j).
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STUDENT DISCOUNT IS AVAILABLE WITH A
'i
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.
.

S:

i-jx;.:fti;'-

cladly quote yon rates and answer
''X
yonr questions. Coxae see usv
7e11

'

;

.'i

r
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL"
0
-

RVDEH
The Thistle Is soliciting an editor for next year's literary magazine.,
Au Interested students should contact Dave Means, Thistle Editor, or
Glenn Bucher of the Publications Committee.
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West Side
East Side
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Student Alumni AssociationVoice Interview

George Browne, '09
By EDITH McGANDY
and DON SANDFOED
George Browne is '09 graduate
of the College. He was born In
Bowling Green, Ohio in 1887, and is
now 96 years old. Browne lived in
Wooster for three years when he
was in eighth, ninth and tenth

grades. His first memories of the
college are his associations with his
older sister's fellow students.
Browne lived in Wooster when Ore
destroyed Old Main, the main
structure of The University of
Wooster at the time.
Browne... "Old Main was there
when I was a boy ... I woke up one
night hearing horses running up
Be all Avenue pulling a fire engine.
I wanted to go. My father wasn't
home. My mother wouldn't let me
go. She said we could go see 'it in
the morning. So in the morning, we
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Browne... "Phi Gamma Delta
House. It was next to the Catholic
Church. Let me tell you something... We used to get up in the

-

-
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-
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morning and eat breakfast to get to
our seven thirty classes. Let me
tell you another thing we did. We
had the intermural baseball teams
between the fraternities. We played
our games before breakfast. It was
the only time that the students felt
they had time. I have
citation
from Phi Gamma Delta ... Seventy
five years of Phi Gamma Delta."
When did they abolish the national fraternities?
Browne... '"Bout 1912 or '13. Me
and the other guys were known as
Phee Gees. I can tell you an
interesting thing ... In the fall we'd
rush the; trains and we'd pick, out
some good looking incoming freshmen. I was down at the five o'clock
train, a fine young man walked out

r)

x

f,

George Browne, second from right, bottom row. A picture taken of the family In Bowling Green, Ohio when
' Browne was about three.
; '

k

)
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in May. One year we'd go to Shreve
for supper and come back in the
night The next year we'd go to
LodL We had YMCA meetings on
Wednesday night and dinner on
Friday nights. I was in classical
work. It took me four hours a day
to prepare my written lesson
There was. a ban against dancing
but not - in private homes. Phi
Gamma had a good many local
members ... the Annats from
Shreve ... We had parties at their
houses ... One time at my wife's
college when the president was out
of town somebody put on a big
dance. He eame back unexpectedly. He knocked on the door and a
voice inside said 'who's there? He
replied 'It's me. President
The voice inside said 'our
president wouldn't say it's me, he'd

student body sat in Miller HalL
Professors took turns in leading the
chapeL"
Did you have lectures?
Browne... "It was strictly devo-

tional"
Phi Gamma Delta, Phee Gees in 1909. George Browne is on the far
ngni on ue Dooom row.
found out it was the college. Old and I latched onto him. I hired a
Main had burned. She walked up cab. and when I got halfway up the
with me and wrote a note to my hill, I found out I had a new
teachers giving her consent for me professor. We were lifelong
to be late...I wasn't late."
friends..."
Was Old Main the only building
Is the professor someone who's
of the College at the time?
stm at Wooster?
Browne... "The west half of the
Browne... "It was Professor Lean
library (Frick Museum) was there.
He gave Dicken's' Christmas
Miller Chapel was in the process of Carol at least 50 times."
being built, they had the old gym
Browne... "I think Wooster lost a
(not Severance), it was a long low. great deal when they did away with
building right beside Kauke."
the literary societies. There were
What were some of the memora- three men's societies and one
ble experiences you had while at girl's."
Wooster?
What was the literary society?
Browne... "There was the time
Browne... "We read, had debates,
gave oratories ... It was purely
we beat the Ohio State footbaB-teaWe got a rather surprising voluntary, we got no credit for it."
telephone call from Columbus.This
What are jour fondest memories
was at the beginning of my editor- of Wooster?
ship (of the Voice)."
Browne... "What I really rememWhere did you live when' you ber best is the dally chapel. Every
day, five days a week the whole
went to Wooster
m.

Did you play any sports while
Wooster?

Browne. "I was playing

.

at

so-and--

T

Browne
was just thinking
about Kappa Kappa Gamma. They
had a house on the northeast corner
of College and Peart. The girls had
to get in by ten thirty. I think. But
they always were supposed to leave
a window on the porch open so that
if you came in late you could sneak
in without getting in trouble."
How much did it cost to go to

--

base-

ball before breakfast. One of. the
fraternity brothers pitched and a
fellow knocked a home run. The
pitcher just turned around and
emptied his stomach. He never did
live that down."
What did you do for leisure
activities?
Browne ... "Parties ... Each
girls' dorm had a party every year
and would invite the boys. And then
they had. kind of a good system ...
The senior class looked after the
sophomores; and the junior class
looked after the freshmen. Fraternities gave parties."
What was a party like?
Browne , ... "Oh you know, just
regular parties. We didnt drink
anything but tea and coffee."
What else did you do?
Browne ... "Sleigh rides and buggy rides
Every fraternity would
have a ride with horse and buggy

to ten us?

Wooster?
Browne ... "About five hundred

dollars."

Reverend Browne went to Prince

too Theological Seminary after he
graduated from Wooster. He became a missionary and traveled to

Shanghai. He married Miss Irene
Cowen in 1S14. la 1915, the first of
their three, children was born.

so.'

.

This Is The Quadrangle, a literary club of which Browne was a
member. Browne is seated in the middle of the front row.

say it is L' He was so embarrassed Browne spent most
his life as a
missionary until 1942 when be was '
he went away.
"... We had Prexy and Exy while forced to return to the US. as part
I was at Wooster. Scovel resigned of an exchange by the Japanese.
the presidency but decided to stay Japanese, Incarcerated In the lLS.,t
on as a professor. He taught history were exchanged for an equal nam-- .
He was asked to speak, to some ber of North, South and Central'
iron workers in Pittsburgh, and Americans in China. After his rewhen lie got through someone said turn to this country, Browne continhe knew more about their business ued his work as a minister in this
country tor the next 29 years. In
than they did."
Was the College president some- '' 1972, be retired his chaplaincy at
one who was visile, someone you the' Wooster Community Hospital.
In 1985 aa honorary Doctor of
could talk to? Divinity degree was conferred to
Browne ... "Oh yes."
1 Reverend Browne by the College of
Where did he ttve?
Browne
"He lived in a house Wooster. Browne is currently living
on the corner of Stibbs and BeaU in Wooster on College Avenue, r
.
Avenue (Killer Manor)." - Are tbere other tSOagM you'd Kza
,
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